The AI Driving Olympics

Welcome to AI Driving Olympics!

✎

✎

Despite recent breakthroughs, the ability of deep learning
and reinforcement learning to outperform traditional approaches to control physically embodied robotic agents remains largely unproven. The “AI Driving Olympics” (AI-DO) is
a competition with the objective of evaluating the state of
the art in machine learning and artificial intelligence for
mobile robotics. Based on the Duckietown platform, AI-DO includes a series of tasks of increasing complexity – from simple lane-following to fleet management. For each task, we provide tools for competitors to use in the form of simulators,
logs, code templates, baseline implementations and low-cost
access to robotic hardware. We evaluate submissions in simulation online, on standardized hardware environments, and
finally at the competition event.
Participants will not need to be physically present at any
stage of the competition — they will just need to send their
source code packaged as a Docker image. There will be qualifying rounds in simulation, similar to the recent DARPA Robotics
Challenge, and we will make available the use of “robotariums,” which are facilities that allow remote experimentation
in a reproducible setting. New to the AI-DO 2 edition is onsite testing on the competition grounds in the days leading
up to the final.
•

AIDO 1 is in conjunction with NeurIPS Dec. 2018.

•

AIDO 2 is in conjunction with ICRA May 2019.

•

AIDO 3 is in conjunction with NeurIPS Dec 2019.
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Figure 0.2. The AIDO 1 at NeurIPS in Montreal

How to use this documentation

✎

If you would like to compete in the AI-DO, you will probably
want to do something like:
• Read the brief introduction to the competition (~5 mins)
• Find the challenge that you would like to try (~5 mins)
• Get started and make a submission (~5-20 mins depending on
your setup)
At this point you are all setup, can make a submission, and
you should want to make your submission better. To do this
the following tools might prove useful:
• The AIDO API so that your workflow is efficient using our
tools.
• The reference algorithms where we have implemented some
different approaches to solve the challenges.

How to get help

✎

If you are stuck try one of the following things:
• Look through the contents of this documentation using the
links on the left. Note that the “Parts” have many “Chapters”
that you can see when you click on the Part title,
• Join our slack community,
• If you are sure you actually found a bug, file a github
issue in the appropriate repo.
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The challenges server
See

the

leaderboards

and

✎

many

other

things

at

the

site

https://challenges.duckietown.org/.

How to cite

✎

If you use the AI-DO platform in your work and want to cite
it please use:
@article{zilly2019ai,
title={The AI Driving Olympics at NeurIPS 2018},
author={Julian Zilly and Jacopo Tani and Breandan Considine and
Bhairav Mehta and Andrea F. Daniele and Manfred Diaz and Gianmarco
Bernasconi and Claudio Ruch and Jan Hakenberg and Florian Golemo and A.
Kirsten Bowser and Matthew R. Walter and Ruslan Hristov and Sunil
Mallya and Emilio Frazzoli and Andrea Censi and Liam Paull},
journal={arXiv preprint arXiv:1903.02503},
year={2019}
}
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PART A

Introduction

✎

For a detailed description of the scientific objectives and
outcomes please see our recent paper about the AI-DO 1 at
NeurIPS.
1) Quick links
•

Overview of the challenges

•

Description of the performance metrics

•

Get started with your code submission

✎

There are different challenges, different computational resource regimes and different performance categories in this
competition.
2) Challenges

✎

• Lane following (LF)
• Lane following with vehicles (LFV)
• Lane following with vehicles and intersections (LFVI)
• Autonomous mobility-on-demand (AMoD)
3) Computational resources

✎

• Purist option - RaspberryPi
• Non-purist option - Additional Movidius stick (still under
development)
• Remote option
4) Evaluation metrics

✎

For details about the evaluation metrics please refer to the
performance metrics

UNIT A-1

Overview and Motivation

✎

What are the AI Driving Olympics? The AI Driving Olympics
(AIDO) are a set of robotics challenges designed to exemplify
the unique characteristics of data science in the context of
autonomous driving.
To understand how to solve a robotics challenge, we will explore the various dimensions of performance and difficulties
involved.

1.1. Novelty

✎

Many competitions exist in the robotics field.
One example is the long-running annual Robocup, originally
thought for robot soccer (wheeled, quadruped, and biped), and
later extended to other tasks (search and rescue, home assistance, etc.). Other impactful competitions are the DARPA
Challenges, such as the DARPA Grand Challenges in 2007-8 that
rekindled the field of self-driving cars, and the recent DARPA
Robotics Challenge for humanoid robots.
In the field of robotics, these competitions are generally
considered to be extremely useful to push the state of the
art, and to make the field more reproducible by imposing exact
and uniform experimentation environments.
In ML in general, and at NIPS in particular, there exist no
competitions that involve physical robots. Yet, the interactive, embodied setting is thought to be an essential scenario
to study intelligence. The only kind of intelligence we know,
animal intelligence, evolved exactly for organisms to move in
an environment and to interact with it.
The application to robotics is often stated as a motivation
in recent ML literature (e.g., [1][2] among many others).
However, the vast majority of these works only report on results in simulation and on very simple (usually grid-like)
environments.
The importance of standardized benchmarks in ML research is
well understood. Therefore, it is only a matter of time before
a robotic benchmark will be developed. This is our attempt at
suggesting such a benchmark.
The following elements are necessary and unique (with respect
to other ML “offline” benchmarks) attributes of a robotics
benchmark:
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• closed-loop, realtime interactive tasks;
• complex tasks and environments;
• competitive solutions require complex architectures;
• very concrete resource constraints (computation, bandwidth,
etc.);
• multidimensional metrics (safety, performance, compliance,
etc.).
We believe that these unique elements within robotics make it
a unique and timely application of ML that requires further
study.

1.2. Background and impact

✎

This event probes the frontier of the state of the art in ML:
the interactive and embodied setting. Deep learning has been
an astounding success for pattern recognition / supervised
learning, and synthetic domains (Go, Atari, …). It is an open
question whether the same success can be repeated for embodied interactive tasks that happen in the messy real world.
Despite many enthusiastic research efforts , the state of the
art is way behind what is required in a safety-critical application like self-driving cars.
Can “black box”, symbol-less AI power safety-critical systems
like self-driving cars?
We propose to test this hypothesis using the miniature selfdriving cars of “Duckietown”, a platform for autonomy education and research (Figure 1.2).
To learn more about Duckietown, the reader might start by
watching a few videos.
At present, the Duckietown platform comprises mostly “classical” (non-learning based) baseline implementations of typical
robotics navigation tasks, with learning used only in a few
instances (such as object detection). The promise of DL is
that these methods should be able to easily eclipse classical
methods—but is this really the case?
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(b)

(d)
Figure 1.2. In Duckietown, inhabitants (duckies) are transported via an
autonomous mobility-on-demand service (Duckiebots). Duckietown is designed to be inexpensive and modular, yet still enable many of the research and educational opportunities of a full-scale self-driving car
platform. The robots are completely vision based and all computation runs
in real time on a Raspberry PI.

Many recent works in deep (reinforcement) learning cite
robotics as a potential application domain [3]. However,
comparatively few actually demonstrate results on physical
agents. This competition is an opportunity to properly benchmark the current state of the art of these methods as applied
to a real robotics system.
Our experience thus far indicates that many of the inherent
assumptions made in the ML community may not be valid on
real-time physically embodied systems. Additionally, considerations related to resource consumption, latency, and system
engineering are rarely considered in the ML domain but are
crucially important for fielding real robots.
Ultimately, the hope is that we can use this competition to
benchmark the state of the art as it pertains to real physical systems and, in the process, hopefully spawn a more mean-
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ingful discussion about what is necessary to move the field
forward.
The best possible outcome is that a larger proportion of
the ML community redirects its efforts towards real physical
agents acting in the real world, and helps to address the
unique characteristics of the problem. The guaranteed impact
is that we can establish a baseline for where the state of
the art really is in this domain.

1.3. Overview of challenges

✎

LF

LFV

LFVI

AMOD

(d)

(h)

(l)

(p)

Figure 1.4. The AI-DO challenges

The AI Driving Olympics competition is structured into the
following separate challenges:
•
Lane following (LF): Control of a Duckiebot to drive on
the right lane on streets within Duckietown without other
moving Duckiebots present.
•
Lane following + vehicles (LFV): Control of a Duckiebot
to drive on the right lane on streets within Duckietown with
other moving Duckiebots and static obstacles present.
•
Lane following with vehicles and intersections (LFVI):
Control of a Duckiebot to drive on the right lane and through
intersections on streets with Duckietown with other moving
Duckiebots and static obstacles.
• Autonomous Mobility-on-Demand (AMoD): Control the movement
of a fleet of autonomous vehicles in a simulated city to pick
up customers and drive them to their destinations.
Participants may submit code to each challenge individually.
Challenges proposed in the AI Driving Olympics are ordered
first by type and secondly by increasing difficulty in a way
which encourages modular reuse of solutions to previous challenges.

1.4. Submission

✎

A process for making a submission is explained in Unit C-3 Make a submission.
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1) Evaluation

9
✎

There is a two-fold evaluation for submitted code.
• Evaluation in simulation: The learned agent is tested in
simulation to make sure that it is safe.
• Evaluation in robotarium: The learned agent is evaluated in
robotariums to provide the final scores.
After the evaluation in robotarium, the sensorimotor logs as
well as violation metric annotations are made available to
the submitter.
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UNIT A-2

The Duckietown Platform

✎

This section focuses on the infrastructure and background of
the embodied individual robotic challenges as outlined in the
challenge overview.
For examples of Duckiebot driving see a set of demo videos of
Duckiebots driving in Duckietown.
The actual embodied challenges will be described in more detail in LF, LF, LFVI. Note that the sequence challenges was
chosen to gradually increase the difficulty of challenges by
extending previous challenge solutions to more general situations.

2.1. The Duckietown Platform

✎

There are three main parts in our system with which the participants will interact:
1. Simulation and training environment, which allows to test
in simulation before trying on the real robots.
2.
Remote “robotariums” in which to try the code in controlled and reproducible conditions.
3. Physical Duckietown platform (Figure 1.2): miniature vision-based vehicles and cities in which the vehicles drive.
The robot hardware and environment are rigorously specified,
which makes the development extremely repeatable (For an example of this see “Duckietown specifications”. If you have a
Duckiebot then you will want to refer to the Duckiebot manual. If you would like to acquire a Duckiebot please go to
duckietown.org.

2.2. Duckiebots and Duckietowns

✎

We briefly describe the physical Duckietown platform, which
comprises autonomous vehicles (Duckiebots) and a customizable
model urban environment (Duckietown).
1) The Duckiebot

✎

Duckiebots are designed with the objectives of affordability,
modularity and ease of construction. They are equipped with
only one sensor: a front viewing camera with
deg fish-eye
lens capable of streaming
resolution images reliably
at
fps.

THE DUCKIETOWN PLATFORM
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Actuation is provided through two DC motors that independently drive the front wheels (differential drive configuration),
while the rear end of the Duckiebot is equipped with a passive omnidirectional wheel.
All the computation is done onboard on a Raspberry Pi 3B+
computer, equipped with a quad Core 1.4 GHz, 64 bit CPU and 1
GB of RAM.
We will support other configurations for the purposes of deploying neural networks onto the robots. More details in section computational substrate.

Power is provided by a
hours ( ) of operation.
2) The Duckietown

mAh battery which provides several

✎

Duckietowns are modular, structured environments built on two
layers: the road and the signal layers (Figure 2.4). Detailed
specifications can be found here.
There are six well defined road segments: straight, left
and right
deg turns, 3-way intersection, 4-way intersection, and empty tile. Each is built on individual tiles, and
their interlocking enables customizability of city sizes and
topographies. The appearance specifications detail the color
and size of the lines as well as the geometry of the roads.
The signal layer comprises of street signs and traffic lights.
Street signs enable global localization (knowing where they
are within a predefined map) of Duckiebots in the city and
interpretation of intersection topologies. They are defined as
the union of an AprilTag [4] in addition to the typical road
sign symbol. Their size, height and relative positioning with
respect to the road are specified. Many signs are supported,
including intersection type (3- or 4-way), stop signs, road
names, and pedestrian crossings.
Intersections are always separated by at least 2 tiles to
avoid traffic jams of Duckiebots reaching into an intersection.

Traffic lights provide a centralized solution for intersection
coordination, encoding signals in different LED blinking frequencies. They are equipped with an overhead camera, with
field of view of one tile in every direction from the intersection.
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THE DUCKIETOWN PLATFORM

The Duckietown environment is rigorously defined at road and signal level. When the appearance specifications are met, Duckiebots are guaranteed
to navigate cities of any topology.
Figure 2.4

3) Simulation

✎

We will provide a cloud simulation environment for training.
In a way similar to the last DARPA Robotics Challenge, we
will use the simulation as a first screening of the participants. It will be necessary for the code to run in simulation
to gain access to the robotariums. In particular we emphasize
that Duckiebots should not crash in simulation since a similar behavior may be disruptive to the physical Duckietown.
Simulation environments for each of the individual challenges
will be provided as Docker containers with clearly specified
APIs. The baseline solutions for each challenge will be provided as separate containers. When both containers (the simulation and corresponding solution) are loaded and configured
correctly, the simulation will effectively replace the real
robot(s). A proposed solution can be uploaded to our cloud
servers, at which point it will be automatically run against
our pristine version of the simulation environment (on a cluster) and a score will be assigned and returned to the uploader.
Examples of the simulators provided are shown in Figure 2.8.
The left panel shows a lightweight simulator with low-level
timing control built on OpenGL. This simulator is also integrated with the OpenAI Gym environment for reinforcement
learning agent training. An API for designing reward functions or tweaking domain randomization will be provided.

THE DUCKIETOWN PLATFORM
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Lightweight simulation environment for training and development
Figure 2.8

For the autonomous mobility-on-demand (AMoD) challenge, in
which the AI must respond to ride requests and allocate existing cars to each challenge, we will develop a standard
neural-networks-friendly data representation.
4) Robotariums

✎

The robotarium at ETH Zurich
Figure 2.12

The idea of a robotarium (contraction of robot and aquarium)
was conceived at Georgia Tech [5]. Currently the Georgia Tech
robotarium has about 300 users. The users are able to submit programs that guide the movements of a swarm of robots.
The system queues the requests, runs the programs, then sends
the results, before resetting the robots to the initial state
for the next user. Because there is no human intervention
required, and the robot self-charge, the robotarium can run
continuously.
The use of a robotarium has two advantages:
1. Convenience: It allows convenient access to a complete robot setup.
2. Reproducibility: It allows for multiple people to run the
experiments in repeatable controlled conditions.
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The Duckietown robotariums will be built in the following institutions:
1. ETH Zürich
2. National Chiao Tung University, Taiwan
3. University of Montréal
4. TTI Chicago.
Want to add your university to the list? Contact us.
5) Computational substrate available

✎

For the competition we will several options for computational
power.
1. The first option is the “purist” computational substrate
option: the only computation available is the Raspberry PI 3
processor on board.
2. The second option is the “non-purist” option, where additionally a Movidius computation stick may be used to run
more computation intensive algorithms. The baseline solutions
we provide using conventional methods run in real time using
the Raspberry PI processor only.
3. The third option is that images are streamed to a basestation with a powerful GPU. This will increase computational
power but also increase the latency in the control loop.

2.3. Interface

✎

Each Duckiebot has the following interface to the physical or
simulated Duckietown.
Inputs:
A Duckiebot has a single front-facing sensor, a camera as described here.
• Thus the Duckiebot receives images (both in simulation and
physical reality) of resolution
reliably at a rate of
fps.
Outputs:
The Duckiebot interacts with the world through its actuators,
its wheel motors.
• The output of the Duckiebot both in simulation and reality
are its motor command signals.

PART B

The Challenges

✎

Here we precisely define the general rules and performance
metrics and then detail each of the challenges:
• Lane following
• Lane following with obstacles and other vehicles
• Lane following with obstacles and other vehicles and intersections
• Autonomous mobility on demand
The up-to-date status of the challenges and leaderboard can
be viewed on the challenges server
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UNIT B-1

General rules

✎

1.1. Protocol

✎

1) Deployment technique

✎

We use Docker containers to package, deploy, and run the applications on the physical Duckietown platform as well as on
the cloud for simulation. Base Docker container images are
provided and distributed via Docker HUB.
A Challenges Server server is used to collect and queue all
submitted programs. The simulation evaluation agents execute
each queued program as they become available. Submissions
that pass the simulation environment will be queued for execution in the robotariums.
Access to Robotarium will be granted once submitted code passes the simulation stage of the competition.
For validation of submitted code and evaluation for finals at
NIPS a surprise environment will be employed. This is to discourage overfitting to any particular Duckietown.
2) Submission of entries

✎

Upon enrollment in the competition, participants can submit
their code in the form of a docker container to a task or
module of the AI-DO. Scripts will be provided for creating
the container image in a conforming way.
The system will schedule to run the code on the cloud on the
challenges selected by the user, and, if simulations pass, on
the robotariums.
Participants can submit entries as many times as they would
like. Access control policies are to be implemented, should
certain participants monopolize the computational and physical resources available.
Participants are required to open source their solutions
source code. If auxiliary training data are used to train the
models, that data must be made available.
Submitted code will be evaluated in simulation and if sufficient on physical robotariums. Scores and logs generated with
submitted code will be made available.
3) Simulators

✎

Simulation code is available as open source for everybody to

GENERAL

RULES
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use on computers that they control.
Amazon AWS has made cloud resources available to run the
cloud simulations and the cloud learning. The access to these
resources might be rationed if the utilization exceeds the
projections.
4) Robotarium test and validation

✎

When an experiment is run in a training/testing robotarium,
the participants receive, in addition to the score, detailed
feedback, including logs, telemetry, videos, etc.
The sensory data generated by the robots is continuously
recorded and becomes available immediately to the entire community.
When an experiment is run in a validation robotarium, the
only output to the user is the test score and minimal statistics (number of collisions, number of rule violations, etc.)
5) Leaderboards

✎

After each run in a robotarium, the participants can see the
metrics statistics on the competition scoring website.

1.2. Eligibility

✎

Employees and affiliates of nuTonomy and Amazon AWS are ineligible from participation in the competition. Employees and
affiliates of nuTonomy and Amazon AWS may submit baseline solutions that will be reported in a special leaderboard.
Students of ETH Zurich, Georgia Tech, NCTU, Tsinghua, UCLA,
TTIC, are eligible to participate in the competition as part
of coursework, if they do not work in the organization of the
competition.

1.3. Intellectual property

✎

After the competition in the beginning of 2019, we can ask
you to contribute a paper to a forthcoming book detailing the
lessons learned and successful approaches in the AI Driving
Olympics.
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UNIT B-2

Performance metrics

✎

Measuring performance in robotics is less clear cut and more
multidimensional than traditionally encountered in machine
learning settings. Nonetheless, to achieve reliable performance estimates we assess submitted code on several episodes
with different initial settings and compute statistics on the
outcomes. We denote
to be an objective or cost function to
optimize, which we evaluate for every experiment. In the following formalization, objectives are assumed to be minimized.
In the following we summarize the objectives used to quantify
how well an embodied task is completed. We will produce scores
in three different categories:

2.1. Performance criteria (P)

✎

1) Lane following (LF / LFV)

✎

As a performance indicator for both the “lane following task”
and the “lane following task with other dynamic vehicles”,
we choose the integrated speed
along the road (not perpendicular to it) over time of the Duckiebot. This measures
the moved distance along the road per episode, where we fix
the time length of an episode. This encourages both faster
driving as well as algorithms with lower latency. An episode
is used to mean running the code from a particular initial
configuration.

The integral of speed is defined over the traveled distance of
an episode up to time
, where
is the length of an
episode.
The way we measure this is in units of “tiles traveled”:

2) Autonomous mobility on demand (AMoD)

✎

In an autonomous mobility-on-demand system a coordinated fleet
of robotic taxis serves customers in an on-demand fashion.
An operational policy for the system must optimize in three
conflicting dimensions:

PERFORMANCE

METRICS
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1. The system must perform at the highest possible service
level, i.e., at smallest possible wait times and smallest
possible journey times.
2. The system’s operation must be as efficient as possible,
i.e., it must reduce its empty mileage to a minimum.
3. The system’s capital cost must be as inexpensive as possible, i.e, the fleet size must be reduced to a minimum.
We consider robotic taxis that can carry one customer. To
compare different AMoD system operational policies, we introduce the following variables:

The provided simulation environment is designed in the standard reinforcement framework: Rewards are issued after each
simulation step. The (undiscounted) sum of all rewards is the
final score. The higher the score, the better the performance.
For the AMoD-Task, there are 3 different championships (subtasks) which constitute separate competitions. The simulation
environment computes the reward value for each category and
conatenates them into a vector of length 3, which is then
communicated as feedback to the learning agent. The agent can
ignore but the entry of the reward vector from the category
that they wish to maximize.
The three championships are as follows:
✎
Service Quality Championship:
In the Service Quality Championship, the principal goal of
the operator is to provide the highest possible service quality at bounded operational cost. Two negative scalar weights
and
are introduced. The performance metric to maximize is

The values
and
are chosen such that the term
dominantes the metric. The number of robotic taxis is fixed at
some fleet size
.
✎
Efficiency Championship:
In the Efficiency Championship, the principal goal of the op-
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erator is to perform as efficiently as possible while maintaining the best possible service level. Two negative scalar
weights
and
are introduced. The performance metric
to maximize is

and
are chosen such that the term
dominantes the metric. The number of robotic taxis is fixed at some fleet size
.
3) Fleet Size Championship

✎

In the Fleet Size Championship, the goal is to reduce the
fleet size as much as possible while keeping the total waiting time
below a fixed level
. The condition
is
equivalent to guaranteeing average waiting times smaller than
. Therefore, the performance score to maximize is

2.2. Traffic law objective (T)

✎

The following shows rule objectives the Duckiebots are supposed to abide by within Duckietown. These penalties hold for
the embodied tasks (LF, LFV).
1) Major infractions

✎

This objective means to penalize “illegal” driving behavior.
As a cover for many undesired behaviors, we count the median
time spent oustide of the drivable zones. This also covers
the example of driving in the wrong lane.
Metric: The median of the time spent outside of the drivable
zones.

where
is the list of accumulated time outside of drivable zones per episode.

2.3. Comfort objective (C)

✎

1) Lane following (LF, LFV)

✎

In the single robot setting, we encourage “comfortable” driving solutions. We therefore penalize large angular deviations from the forward lane direction to achieve smoother

PERFORMANCE
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driving. This is quantified through changes in Duckiebot angular orientation
with respect to the lane driving direction.
✎
Lateral deviation:
For better driving behavior we measure the median per episode
lateral deviation from the right lane center line.

where
center line.

is the sequence of lateral distances from the
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UNIT B-3

Challenge LF

✎

The first challenge of the AI Driving Olympics is “lane following” ( LF ).
In this challenge, we ask participants to submit code allowing
the Duckiebot to drive on the right-hand side of the street
within Duckietown without a specific goal point. Duckiebots
will drive through the Duckietown and will be judged on how
fast they drive, how well they follow the rules and how smooth
or “comfortable” their driving is. Please refer to the following video of a lane following demo for a short demonstration. A description of the specific rules is provided.

Figure 3.4
Figure 3.2. A Duckiebot doing lane following

The challenge is designed in a way that should allow for a
completely reactive algorithm design. This meant to say that
to accomplish the challenge, it should not be strictly necessary to keep past observations in memory. In particular intersections will not be part of this challenge. Intersections
will be recognized and maneuvered using provided code from
the organizers.
• This challenge uses the Duckietown challenge infrastructure. The precise definition of the challenge is in the challenge definition repository

3.1. LF in Simulation

✎

The current versions of the lane following simulation challenge are aido2-LF-sim-testing and aido2-LF-sim-validation . These two
challenges are identical except for the output that you are
allowed to see. In the case of testing you will be able to see
performance of your agent (Figure 3.8) and you will be able
to download the logs and artifacts.

CHALLENGE LF
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Figure 3.8
Figure 3.6. Visual output for submission

To get started, try on of the existing templates:
• The random template is the most flexible
• The Tensorflow template is the place to submit a tensorflow
submission
• The Pytorch template is the place to submit a pytorch submission
• The ROS template is the place to submit a submission using
the Robot Operating System.
or baseline algorithms:
• Classical Duckietown stack,
• Reinforcement learning (with PyTorch),
• Imitation learning from simulation (with tensorflow),
• Imitation learning from real logs (with tensorflow).
1) aido2-LF-sim-testing Details

✎

• Challenge overview
• Leaderboard
• All submissions
Interaction protocol:

aido2_db18_agent-z2

The details for “experiment manager”, “simulator”, and “scenario maker” parameters may be of interest and are available
here (Under “Details”).
2) aido2-LF-sim-validation Details
• Challenge overview
• Leaderboard
• All submissions
Interaction protocol:

aido2_db18_agent-z2

✎
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CHALLENGE LF

3.2. LF in the Robotarium
Details coming soon…

✎

UNIT B-4

Challenge LFV

✎

The second challenge of the AI Driving Olympics is “lane following with dynamic vehicles” ( LFV ). This challenge is an extension of Challenge LF to include additional rules of the
road and other moving vehicles and static obstacles.

Figure 4.4
Figure 4.2. A Duckiebot doing lane following with other vehicles

Again we ask participants to submit code allowing the Duckiebot to drive on the right-hand side of the street within
Duckietown. Due to interactions with other Duckiebots, a successful solution will likely not be completely reactive.
• This challenge uses the Duckietown challenge infrastructure. The precise definition of the challenge is in the challenge definition repository

4.1. LFV in Simulation

✎

The current versions of the lane following with vehicles
in simulation are aido2-LFV-sim-testing and aido2-LF-sim-validation .
These two challenges are identical except for the output that
you are allowed to see. In the case of testing you will be
able to see performance of your agent (Figure 4.8) and you
will be able to download the logs and artifacts.
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CHALLENGE LFV

Figure 4.8
Figure 4.6. Visual output for submission

To get started, try on of the existing templates:
• The random template is the most flexible
• The Tensorflow template is the place to submit a tensorflow
submission
• The Pytorch template is the place to submit a pytorch submission
• The ROS template is the place to submit a submission using
the Robot Operating System.
or baseline algorithms:
• Classical Duckietown stack,
• Reinforcement learning (with PyTorch),
• Imitation learning from simulation (with tensorflow),
• Imitation learning from real logs (with tensorflow).
1) aido2-LFV-sim-testing Details

✎

• Challenge overview
• Leaderboard
• All submissions
Interaction protocol:

aido2_db18_agent-z2

The details for “experiment manager”, “simulator”, and “scenario maker” parameters may be of interest and are available
here (Under “Details”).
2) aido2-LFV-sim-validation Details
• Challenge overview
• Leaderboard
• All submissions
Interaction protocol:

aido2_db18_agent-z2

✎

CHALLENGE LFV

4.2. LFV in the Robotarium
Details coming soon…
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UNIT B-5

Challenge LFVI

✎

The third challenge of the AI Driving Olympics is “lane following with dynamic vehicles and intersections” ( LFVI ). This
challenge is an extension of Challenge LF to include map configurations that are not just loops but now contain intersections which must be negotiated.

Figure 5.4
Figure 5.2. A Duckiebot doing lane following with other vehicles and intersections

Again we ask participants to submit code allowing the Duckiebot to drive on the right-hand side of the street within
Duckietown, but now it must also successfully navigate intersections. Due to interactions with other Duckiebots, a successful solution almost certainly not be completely reactive.
• This challenge uses the Duckietown challenge infrastructure. The precise definition of the challenge is in the challenge definition repository

5.1. LFVI in Simulation

✎

The current versions of the lane following with vehicles
in simulation are aido2-LFVI-sim-testing and aido2-LF-sim-validation .
These two challenges are identical except for the output that
you are allowed to see. In the case of testing you will be
able to see performance of your agent (Figure 5.8) and you
will be able to download the logs and artifacts.

CHALLENGE LFVI
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Figure 5.8
Figure 5.6. Visual output for submission

To get started, try on of the existing templates:
• The random template is the most flexible
• The Tensorflow template is the place to submit a tensorflow
submission
• The Pytorch template is the place to submit a pytorch submission
• The ROS template is the place to submit a submission using
the Robot Operating System.
or baseline algorithms:
• Classical Duckietown stack,
• Reinforcement learning (with PyTorch),
• Imitation learning from simulation (with tensorflow),
• Imitation learning from real logs (with tensorflow).
1) aido2-LFVI-sim-testing Details

✎

• Challenge overview
• Leaderboard
• All submissions
Interaction protocol:

aido2_db18_agent-z2

The details for “experiment manager”, “simulator”, and “scenario maker” parameters may be of interest and are available
here (Under “Details”).
2) aido2-LFVI-sim-validation Details
• Challenge overview
• Leaderboard
• All submissions
Interaction protocol:

aido2_db18_agent-z2

✎
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5.2. LFVI in the Robotarium
Details coming soon…

✎

UNIT B-6

Challenge AMOD

✎

We introduce a challenge that is presently too extensive to
conduct in physical Duckietown. Instead, the task is carried
out in simulation. In the future, this is expected change as
Duckietowns across the world experience a tremendous growth
in population, mostly due to the significant immigration of
Duckies with an engineering background.
We use the simulation platform AMoDeus AMoDEUs [6]. AMoDeus is
a virtual mobility-on-demand simulator on which operational
policies for large-scale AMoD systems can be developed and
tested on a high fidelity mesoscopic transportation simulator.
You may coordinate thousands of robotic taxis in cities to
pick up and deliver customers with your algorithm hosted by
the AMoDeus engine in the background.
The design of operational policies for AMoD systems is a challenging task for various reasons:
• The vehicles operate on a large and complex network with
varying travel-times and time-varying congestion effects.
• Every decision which is taken influences most of the other
decisions. For instance, if a taxi has picked up a customer,
the vehicle is not available to service other close-by requests until the customer is dropped off.
• Running an AMoD system with good service levels is a task
that requires to chose the number of employed robotic taxis
correctly, to reduce the empty miles driven and maintain good
wait and journey times for the customers. These are conflicting goals.
Therefore, operating AMoD systems is a task that requires
complex decision-making and anticipative action-taking. This
makes it an ideal duckietown-challenge!

6.1. Platform

✎

AMoDeus is an open-source software package for the accurate
and quantitative analysis of autonomous mobility-on-demand
systems. It internally utilizes the agent-based transportation simulator MATSim [7]. In its inner loop, it simulates
the traffic in a city on a queuing network which takes into
account congestion and network effects inherent to transportation systems. In its outer loop, it enables the agents
to change their transportation behavior based on arbitrary
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utility functions that may include tolerance to delay, travel
time, cost etc. to determine the dynamic user equilibrium of
the transportation system, the equilibrium to which physical
cities do converge. In this challenge we will work with the
inner loop and a static demand profile, i.e., we focus on the
optimization of AMoD fleet operation. A possible extension to
dynamic demand is expected to follow in a next iteration of
the challenge.
The performance of AMoD systems both in terms of customer
satisfaction as well as efficiency highly depends on the operational policies that guide the behavior of the fleet. Notably, there are two types of decisions that have to be made:
1. Dispatching: the appearing requests of customers have to
be responded to in an on-demand fashion. The decision which
available robotic taxi picks up an open request has to be
taken into account by the algorithm and is called a dispatch
command.
2. Rebalancing: available, temporarily unused cars can be
sent to another location in the network to meet future anticipated demand, a process called rebalancing. The rebalancing
commands are determined by the operational policy of the system. Rebalancing is optional: depending on the situation and
cost, it may be best to leave an idle robotic taxi at its
current location.
To facilitate the comparison of operational policies, AMoDeus
contains fleet efficiency and service level analysis methods.
The most important metrics are automatically included in a
report. Among them is the status of the robotic taxis during
the course of one day as shown in Figure Figure 6.2. Furthermore, benchmark operational policies are included in AMoDeus
which help to compare with the state of art. An overview of
the currently implemented policies can be found at AMoDEUs .
Finally, AMoDeus has an in-built graphical viewer that allows
in-depth insights into the system. A screenshot of the viewer
is shown in Figure Figure 6.4.

CHALLENGE AMOD
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Figure 6.2. A graphic from the AMoDeus report showing the status distribution of robotic taxis throughout the simulation day.

Figure 6.4. Screenshots of simulation scenarios for San Francisco.
AMoDeus allows users and algorithm designers to dynamically visualize
their results to get a better understanding of the system.

6.2. Description of Task

✎

The goal of the AMoD challenges is to create an operational
policy that maximizes the service level of the AMoD system
while minimizing its operational cost. In one sentence:
A well-performing autonomous mobility-on-demand system uses
as few taxis as possible to pickup and deliver as many cus-
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tomers as possible with minimal waiting and journey times
while keeping the fleet mileage to a minimum.
We have prepared AMoD scenarios in four different cities on
which you can work with a fleet of virtual robotic taxis to
test and develop operational policies based on artificial intelligence or other methods. A simulation includes 1 day of
time-varying travel demand in congested or uncongested networks and several 10,000 of customer requests. The following
scenarios will be available for training:
• San Francisco: this scenario represents a static demand extracted from San Francisco taxi data available online. There
is a total of 23 datasets, one per day from 18th of May, 2008
to 9th of June, 2008. The linkspeeds are adapted to match the
travel times shown in the dataset. The original dataset is
available online at EPFL-Mobility-Dataset[8].
• Berlin: the existing MATSim Open Berlin Scenario presented
by D. Ziemke and K. Nagel[9] and available here was altered
such that all car trips now need to be served by autonomous
mobility-on-demand in an efficient way. This is a very large
scenario with more than 1 million of agents.
• Santiago de Chile: the scenario presented in the publication by B. Kickhöfer, D. Hosse, K. Turner and A. Tirachini[10] was altered such that all public transportation and
“colectivo”” trips now have to served efficiently with a fleet
of robotic taxis.
• Tel Aviv: The travel demand in this scenario is created
based on the Israel National Travel Habits Survey from 1996.
It was published by G. Ben-Dor, B. Dmitrieva, M. Maciejewski, J. Bischoff, E. Ben-Elia, and I Benenson[11]. The entire
transportation demand (both public and private transportation) needs to be served with a fleet of autonomous vehicles.
The operational policy has to guide the behavior of the fleet
and take the following decisions online while the simulation
is running:
• Your policy contribution needs to set dispatch commands
in the form

setRoboTaxiDispatch(roboTaxi_ID, request_ID)

during the simulation which means that the chosen robotic
taxi will drive to the chosen request, pick up the customer
and deliver the customer at his destination.
• Your policy contribution can also set rebalance commands
of
the
form
setRoboTaxiDispatch(roboTaxi_ID, WGS84_coordinate)

dur-

ing the simulation which means that the chosen robotic taxi
will reposition itself on the street closest to the specified
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coordinate.
Furthermore, as a basis for the decisions of the algorithm,
the following information can be accessed during simulation:
• Time: the current time in the simulation.
• Information on robotaxis: for every robotic taxi, this includes the divertable location as a WGS84 coordinate, e.g.,
the next exit if the robotic taxi is on a highway, the status
of the robotic taxi, e.g.,

DRIVEWITHCUSTOMER

and a boolean

telling if the vehicle can be diverted, i.e, if it can receive commands.
• Information on requests: for every open request, the submission time is communicated as well as the origin and destination in WGS84 coordinates.
• Performance metrics: the rewards in every performance metric since the last time step.
This challenge offers the opportunity to train and develop
operational policies for mobility-on-demand scenarios. It is
important to note that the final goal is to find policies that
solve the general problem, indepdently of the specific city
and transportation case. For this reason, it is recommended
to work on different scenarios.

6.3. Interface and Protocol

✎

A complete documentation of the interface is provided in AidoClient-Protocol. We briefly summarize the overall structure
here on this page as a quick introduction. Two different main
functions are need to be used to participate in the challenge,
both are dockerized. One of them is the AidoGuest, one of
them is the AidoHost. The AidoGuest contains the code written
by the participant of the challenge, the AidoHost runs the
simulation and performs all necessary computation.
• Pre-Execution Steps: in this part of the challenge execution, the designer can specify if a specific scenario should
be used or a random scenario. The AidoHost responds by communicating a bounding box of the network in WGS84 coordinates,
the total number of customer requests as well as the standard
fleet size
for championships 1 and 2. Then, the number of
requests to be used in the simulation smaller or equal to the
maximal number and the desired fleet size can be specified by
AidoGuest. The AidoHost will then start the main loop of the
simulation.
• Simulation Execution: during the simulation, the AidoGuest
receives the current status of the system and then sends com-
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mands as specified in the previous section. After a completed
simulation (1 day) the results are passed to the post-execution environment.
• Post-Execution Steps: here, the designer has access to various tools that help to understand and quantify the performance of the algorithm for the AMoD system. Dedicated AMoD
performance reports can be accessed that include information
about the waiting times throughout the day, distances driven
etc. One of the graphs from the report is shown in Figure
Figure 6.2. Finally a graphical viewer to visualize simulation results on a map of the city is available to provide more
insight into the algorithm’s performance. It is displayed in
Figure Figure 6.4. The final scores for all performance metrics will be communicated at the end of the run.

6.4. Evaluation

✎

The AMoD task is evaluated on the performance objectives described in Performance Metrics.

6.5. Development guide

✎

1) Protocol

✎

The protocol of these challenges is well-documented at AidoClient-Protocol Read it carefully at this location before
getting started.
Once the protocol is understood, in order to participate in
the challenge, a dockerized AidoGuest must be written that contains your own operational policy for the system. To facilitate this, we have prepared to template versions, written in
JAVA and in Python. They contain working operational policies
which make their decisions correctly but with a lot of room
for efficiency and service level improvement. The templates
can be found at:
AMoD-Challenge Template Python AMoD-Challenge Template Java
2) How to create your own submission

✎

To create your own submission, it is recommended to start
from the provided templates. First, update user specific information in the file submission.yaml . Next, you need to write
a new dispatching or rebalancing logic. Of course, this
process is only limited by the imagination. In the Python
template, you can for instance study and modify the currently implemented dispatching logic that is in the file src/DispatchingLogic.py . After you have completed your modifications,

CHALLENGE AMOD
enter
$ dts challenges submit

and study the results online.
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PART C

Getting Started

✎

This part describes the necessary steps to get started competing in the AI-DO. It should take about 5-20 minutes depending on your specific setup. In short, the steps are the
following:
• Get the needed accounts
• Make sure you meet the software requirements
• Make a test submission
At this point you have a fully functioning setup and you can
start to build a solution to the specific challenge that you
interested in. In this section, we provide two additional
quickstart guides as entrypoints:
• The lane following quickstart is a good place to start for
all the LF* challenges
• The autonomous mobility on demand quickstart is a good
place to start for the AMOD challenge

UNIT C-1

Accounts needed

✎

This section describes the accounts that you need before competing.

1.1. Docker Hub account

✎

A Docker Hub account is necessary to submit container images.
Take note of your USERNAME .
Create an account here.

1.2. Duckietown account

✎

A Duckietown account is necessary to interact with the challenges server.
Create an account here.
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UNIT C-2

Software requirements

✎

This section describes the required software to participate
in the competition.

2.1. Python

✎

We require Python 3.6 or higher. For instructions for how to
install Python 3.6 or higher, see here.

2.2. Supported Operating Systems

✎

1) Ubuntu 18

✎

Ubuntu 18 is the best supported environment.
Note: In AI-DO 1, the best supported platform was Ubuntu 16.
2) Mac OS X

✎

OS X is well supported; however we don’t have full instructions for certain steps. (There is so much divergence in how
OS X environments are configured.)
3) Other operating systems

✎

Any other OS with Python of at least version 3.6 should work.
However, we only support officially Ubuntu.

2.3. Docker

✎

Install Docker from these instructions.

2.4. Git

✎

We are sure you already have set Git up.

2.5. Duckietown Shell

✎

Install the Duckietown Shell by following the Installation
instructions in the README.
Make sure it is installed by using:
$ dts version

SOFTWARE

REQUIREMENTS

1) Authentication token
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✎

Set the Duckietown authentication token using this command:
$ dts tok set

This command checks that you have a good authentication token:
$ dts challenges info

2) Docker Hub information
Set your Docker Hub username using:
$ dts challenges config --docker-username <USERNAME>

Login to Docker Hub:
$ docker login

✎
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UNIT C-3

Make a submission

✎

This section describes the steps to make your first submission.

3.1. Checkout the submission repo
Check out the competition template
$ git clone

✎

challenge-prediction:

https://github.com/duckietown/challenge-prediction

3.2. Submit

✎

Go to one of the sample submissions:
$ cd challenge-prediction/predictor_last

Submit using:
$ dts challenges submit

What this does is:
1. Build a Docker container.
2. Push the Docker container.
3. Make contact with the challenge server to send your submission.
The expected output is something along the lines of:
Sending build context to Docker daemon
...
...
Successfully created submission 23

5.632kB

You can track the progress at: https://challenges.duckietown.org/v4/humans/submissions/NNN
You can also use the command:
dts challenges follow --submission NNN

3.3. Monitor the submission

✎

MAKE
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A SUBMISSION

There are 2 ways to monitor the submission:
The first way is to use the web interface, at the URL indicated.
The second way is to use the

dts challenges follow

command:

$ dts challenges follow --submission submission ID

3.4. Look at the leaderboard

✎

The leaderboard for this challenge is available at the URL
https://challenges.duckietown.org/v4/humans/challenges/aido2_simple_prediction_r1/leaderboard

In general all of the challenge leader boards can be viewed
through the challenges website.

3.5. Local evaluation

✎

You can also evaluate the submission locally. This is useful
for debugging and development.
Use this command:
$ dts challenges evaluate

1) Troubleshooting

✎

If any of the commands above don’t work, it is likely that
something related to Docker permissions is to blame - please
file an issue, as we are trying to fix that problem.
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UNIT C-4

Lane Following Quickstart
KNOWLEDGE

✎

AND ACTIVITY GRAPH

Requires: You have set up your accounts.
Requires: You have the software requirement.
Requires: You have made a submission.
Results: You have made a submission to the Lane Following
AI-DO challenge, and you know how to try to make it better.
The objective of this quickstart guide is to describe all of
the “strawman solutions” so that you may use your desired
framework, and then describe the baseline implementations as
options for ways to try to build a better entry.

4.1. Do a submission by following one of the straw✎
man solutions
• Random template
• Tensorflow template
• PyTorch template
• ROS template
Congrats! you have now made a submission, but it probably
wasn’t very good (unless you got very lucky).

4.2. Try to make your score go up

✎

Now is when you might want to take a look at Part B - The
Challenges which describe in detail how your score is generated for the specific challenges. For the lane following challenge, we are currently offering 4 suggested methods to do
this (our baseline templates for these options are at various
stages of readiness but will be getting updated very soon):
• Use “classical” robotics and ROS
• Use reinforement learning
• Use imitation learning from data generated in the simulator
• Use imitation learning from data from real robots
Of course you may also choose to use these methods in combination.

4.3. Try one of the harder challenges

✎

LANE FOLLOWING QUICKSTART
Like LFV or LFVI or run your submission on your Duckiebot.
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UNIT C-5

Lane Following on Duckiebot
KNOWLEDGE

✎

AND ACTIVITY GRAPH

Requires: You have built your Duckiebot
Requires: You have built your Duckietown according to the
appearance specification
Requires: You can connect to your robot wirelessly
Requires: You have made a valid submission
In this page we will describe how to run your submission on
the Duckiebot. If everything’s setup right, the procedure is
very straightforward. But things can be hard to troubleshoot
because they involve networking.
There are two basic modes that you can use to run a submission.
1. From a local submission folder
2. From an existing image (for example one that you submitted
to the AI-DO)

5.1. Starting the Duckiebot drivers

✎

The first thing to do is to make sure that your camera is
streaming imagery and that your robot is accepting wheel commands. If you run:
$ docker -H DUCKIEBOT_NAME .local ps

you should see the list of the running containers. Among
them should be one for an image called duckietown/duckiebot-interface:master19 . If you don’t see it at all (weird?) then you can
start it with
$ docker -H DUCKIEBOT_NAME .local run --net host --privileged -v /data:/data --name duckiebot-interface duckietown/duckiebot-interface:master19

To see what imagery is streaming you can do
$ dts start_gui_tools DUCKIEBOT_NAME

If this is the first time running the command, you will have to

LANE FOLLOWING
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wait a while (up to 10-15 minutes on slow computers) for the
docker image to be pulled and see the shell prompt (you might
have to press Enter to see the shell prompt). Once you see
the shell prompt, type the following to stream the imagery
# rqt_image_view

5.2. Run a local submission on the Duckiebot

✎

Go into any valid submission folder (i.e. one where you could
run dts submit and you would make a submission) and run:
$ dts duckiebot evaluate --duckiebot_name DUCKIEBOT_NAME

5.3. Run an image that’s already built on the Duck✎
iebot
$ dts duckiebot evaluate --duckiebot_name !{DUCKIEBOT_NAME] --image IMAGE_NAME
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UNIT C-6

AMOD Quickstart
KNOWLEDGE

✎

AND ACTIVITY GRAPH

Requires: You have set up your accounts.
Requires: You have the software requirement.
Requires: You have made a submission.
Results: You have made a submission to the AMoD challenge
and you know how to try to make it better.
The objective of this quick-start guide is to present the
template solutions provided for the AMoD challenge and briefly
explain what action they will take. First, please ensure that
you have read the general information about the AMoD task
here. This page also contains instructions on how to obtain
the provided template solutions and make a submission that
implements these template solutions.

6.1. Implemented Logic in the Template Solutions

✎

The current implementation (for instance visible in the file
src/DispatchingLogic.py) does the following:
• Open transportation requests by customers are sorted with
respect to the submission time, i.e., the longest waiting
customers are first in the list.
• Next, for every unassigned customer request, a random robotic taxi is selected and sent to pickup the passenger and
drive her or him to the desired destination.
• Finally, all robotic taxis which are not busy and in the
task STAY are sent to a random location in the network (rebalancing step).
The same logic is also implemented in the JAVA template.

6.2. How to make your score go up?

✎

Of course, the implementation provided in the templates neglects a variety of very important aspects. Therefore, there
are ways to improve its score rapidly, included but not limited to the following:
• Instead of sending any robotic taxi to pickup a customer,
it might be good to send a close-by taxi or even minimize the
total distance required to pickup all customers?
• Rebalancing to a random location might not be the best

AMOD QUICKSTART
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possible solution. How about stopping the rebalancing altogether? Or how about sending cars to anticipated locations of
future requests ?
More inspiration can for instance be found when studying
the benchmark operational policies implemented in AMoDEUs and
reading the respective scientific publications.
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UNIT C-7

Object Detection Dataset
7.1. Download

✎

✎

The dataset can be downloaded from here. We provide annotations and sample scripts for loading the annotations.

7.2. Overview

✎

This dataset consists of 3 categories: traffic cones, duckies, and duckiebots. All of the dataset images were captured
with duckiebot cameras. We use a combination of images from
the Duckietown logs database and our own captured logs. Images were captured in different lighting conditions, with
different versions of duckiebot models, and on different
Duckietown maps. Below are some statistics and visualizations of our dataset:

Number of images

1956

Number of object categories

3

Number of objects annotated

5068

OBJECT DETECTION DATASET
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Figure 7.2

7.3. Category Details

✎

1) Traffic Cones

✎

Category name

cone

Number of instances

372

Category id

1

2) Duckies

✎

Category name

duckie

Number of instances

2570

Category id

2

3) Duckiebots

✎

Category name

duckiebot

Number of instances

2126

Category id

3
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Number of old duckiebot instances

1419

Number of new duckiebot instances

707

7.4. Data Loading Scripts

✎

We provide some sample scripts for loading in the dataset
here.

7.5. Data Collection Procedure

✎

In this work, we first identify the most prominent objects
that we see on the roads of Duckietown: duckies, duckiebots
and traffic cones. To begin our data collection procedure,
we first identify all useful logs from the Duckietown logs
database which contain the objects of interest. We then
download and trim these logs so that the videos consist only
of frames containing our objects of interest. Finally, we
convert our videos to images (frames) while skipping some
number of frames between each image to ensure that we get a
diverse set of images.
In these logs, there are videos of older versions of duckiebots with lots of wirings on them. However, new duckiebots
are much cleaner with only the battery visible. To ensure
robust detections, we needed to capture this intra-class
variation. Thus, we collected our own logs containing the
new duckiebots. In the final dataset, we have merged old and
new duckiebots to ensure that we can detect both variations.

Figure 7.4

7.6. Data Annotation Procedure
We used OpenCV’s free CVAT tool to annotate the dataset.

✎

OBJECT DETECTION DATASET

Figure 7.6
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PART D

The AIDO API

✎

We have built some tools and infrastructure to make it easy
to build solutions. These tools may be helpful in building
an efficient workflow for developing and testing your solutions
before you submit them. Speficially, we describe:
• The

dts challenges

command line interface

• How to use an evaluator
• Details about the agent protocols
• Advanced options for submissions

UNIT D-1

dts challenges CLI

✎

This section is a reference for how to interact with the challenges server with the command line.

1.1. Account info

✎

Use this command to see the status of your account:
$ dts challenges info

1.2. Local evaluation

✎

The evaluate command allows you to do a local evaluation of
your submission:
$ dts challenges evaluate

1.3. Submitting a submission

✎

The submit command allows you to submit the solution in the
current directory:
$ dts challenges submit

There are many options for this command, explained in Unit
D-6 - Advanced submission options.

1.4. List submissions
The

list

✎

command allows you to see all of your submissions:

$ dts challenges list

1.5. Reset a submission

✎

Resetting a submission means that you discard the evaluations
already perfomed and you force them to be done again.
$ dts challenges reset --submission ID
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1.6. Retire a submission

✎

Retiring a submission means that you declare the submission
void. It will not be evaluated and previous results will be
discarded.
$ dts challenges retire --submission ID

1.7. Follow the fate of a submission

✎

The follow command polls the server to see whether there are
updates:
$ dts challenges follow --submission ID

1.8. Defining a challenge
The

define

✎

command allows to define a challenge:

$ dts challenges define

This command is not available for regular participants; however the mechanics of this is explained in Unit G-1 - Defining
challenges as it might be helpful to debug problems.

UNIT D-2

Using the Simulator

✎

Doing great on the simulated challenges, but not on the real
evaluation? Or doing great in your training, but not on our
simulated, held-out environments?
In several of the baselines (namely IL from sim, RL, Classical
Duckietown part of the workflow for improving your submission
includes interacting with the simulator locally. For example,
in IL from sim, you use the simulator to generate examples
to imitate, in RL the simulator gives you the reward, and in
Classical Duckietown you can run your submission locally for
faster development.
In all of these cases, you can modify the parameters of the
simultor. In each case, you will see a file called env.py . In
this file, we launch the Simulator class from gym-duckietown :
from gym_duckietown.simulator import Simulator
env = Simulator(
seed=123, # random seed
map_name="loop_empty",
max_steps=500001, # we don't want the gym to reset itself
domain_rand=0,
camera_width=640,
camera_height=480,
accept_start_angle_deg=4, # start close to straight
full_transparency=True,
distortion=True,
)

When we take a look at the constructor, you’ll notice that we
aren’t using all of the parameters listed. In particular, the
three you should focus on are:
• map_name : What map to use; hint, take a look at gym_duckietown/maps for more choices
• domain_rand : Applies domain randomization, a popular, blackbox, sim2real technique
• randomized_maps_on_reset : Slows training time, but increases
training variety.
Mixing and matching different values for these will help you
improve your training diversity, and thereby improving your
evaluation robustness!
If you’re interested in more advanced techniques, like learning a representation that is a bit easier for your network
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to work with, or one that transfers better across the simulation-to-reality gap, there are some alternative, more advanced methods you may be interested in trying out.

UNIT D-3

Duckietown Dashboard

✎

The Duckietown Dashboard is a visual alternative to the command line for monitoring your AIDO submissions.
You can access the Duckietown Dashboard by visiting the URL
http://dashboard.duckietown.org.

3.1. Signing up

✎

You can access the Dashboard simply by logging in with a
Google account or by entering your Duckietown token.
You can retrieve your Duckietown token by visiting the URL
https://www.duckietown.org/site/your-token.
Once you enter your token, you will be redirected to the Dashboard page.

3.2. Interacting

✎

The Submissions page shows an overview of the current status
of active competitions and your submissions to those competitions. The following image shows an example of the Dashboard
page.

Figure 3.2. Dashboard page

It is possible to manage your submissions from the Submissions
page. The following image shows an example of the Submissions
page.
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DUCKIETOWN DASHBOARD

Figure 3.4. Submissions page

You can decide to list only the submissions that are relative
to a specific subset of challenges by turning OFF all the challenges you wish to hide in the Select the challenges section.
From the Results bar, shown right above the list of submissions, you can filter the results by status, and/or label.
This will show you only the results that match your search
criteria.
It is possible to retire a submission by clicking on the orange button (trash icon) corresponding to the submission that
you wish to retire from the list of submissions.
You can also get a detailed report about a submission by
clicking on the button with the label “Open”. This will show
you further details (e.g., evaluating jobs, produced observations, submission code) about a submission.

3.3. Functionality not available

✎

The following functionality is only available using the command line:
• submitting;
• resetting a submission.

UNIT D-4

Using the Evaluator

✎

This section describes how to use the Challenges evaluators.

4.1. Evaluators

✎

An evaluator is a machine that is in charge of evaluating the
protocols.

4.2. Running your own evaluator

✎

We have several evaluators online that process jobs.
If you want to avoid waiting in the queue for to long, you
can run your own evaluator.
The command line is:
$ dts challenges evaluator

This evaluator will connect to the server and execute preferentially your submissions.

4.3. Advanced options for evaluator

✎

1) Naming evaluator

✎

Use the option

--name

to name the evaluator instance:

$ dts challenges evaluator --name a name

Otherwise the name is going to be autogenerated.
For example:
$ dts challenges evaluator --name Instance1 &
$ dts challenges evaluator --name Instance2 &

2) Run a specific submission
Run the evaluator on a specific submission:
$ dts challenges evaluator --submission ID

This evaluates a specific submission.

✎
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USING

THE

EVALUATOR

Note that to force re-evaluation of a submission, you must
first reset the submission. Also note that you cannot re-evaluate a submission that has been “retired”.
3) (Advanced) Features specification

✎

The option --features is useful to force the identification of
specific features.
For example, you can pretend that you have an NVidia GPU using:
$ dts challenges evaluator --features 'gpu: 1'

You can find the list of features here.

UNIT D-5

Agent protocols

✎

The section describes the different protocols that should be
followed by agents that are submitted.
Note: The currently used protocol is

aido2_db18_agent-z2

5.1. aido2-db18-agent-z2

✎

5.2. aido1_remote1-v3

✎

Communication: Duckietown Slimremote
duckietown-challenges : v3

Observations: 160x120 camera image
Distortion: none
Commands: linear and angular velocity

5.3. aido1_remote2-v3

✎

Communication: Duckietown Slimremote
duckietown-challenges : v3

Observations: 160x120
Distortion: none
Commands: left wheel velocity, right wheel velocity

5.4. aido1_remote3-v3

✎

Communication: Duckietown Slimremote
duckietown-challenges : v3

Observations: 640x480
Distortion: yes
Commands: left wheel velocity, right wheel velocity normalized in the unit interval.
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UNIT D-6

Advanced submission options
This section describes additional options for the
submit command.

✎

dts challenges

6.1. submission.yaml file
Each submission directory has a file
the following information:

✎

submission.yaml

containing

protocol: protocol # do not change
challenge: challenge name(s)
user-label: optional label
user-payload: optional user payload

You can override these using the command line, as explained
below.

6.2. Specifying the challenge

✎

However you can also pass the name as a parameter

--challenge :

$ dts challenges submit --challenge challenge name

The names of the challenges can be seen at this page.

6.3. Metadata

✎

You can attach two pieces of metadata to your submission.
1. A human-readable label for your identification.
2. A small JSON payload that describes the details of your
submission, such as the parameters that you used for your algorithm.
To specify the label, use the option

--user-label :

$ dts challenges submit --user-label "My label"

To specify the payload, use the option
a JSON structure:

--user-meta

$ dts challenges submit --user-meta '{"param":"1"}

and specify

ADVANCED

SUBMISSION OPTIONS

6.4. Skip Docker cache
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✎

Use the option --no-cache to avoid using the Docker cache and
re-build your containers from scratch:
$ dts challenges submit --no-cache
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UNIT D-7

Evaluation architecture

✎

This section explains exactly what is going on behind the
scenes when you create a submission.

7.1. Actors

✎

We have the following actors:
• Your host computer, where you initiate the submission.
• The Challenges Server, currently available at here.
• An evaluator; many are available online, but you can run
one also on your host computer.

7.2. Steps

✎

1) Building

✎

• You run

dts challenges submit

on the host computer.

• The challenges submit command of the Duckietown Shell dts
looks for a file called submission.yaml that contains the name
of the challenge to submit to.
• The container is built using the
directory.

Dockerfile

in the current

• The container is pushed to DockerHub under your account, in
a repo called username / challenge -solution .
2) Submission

✎

• The host computer connects to the Challenges Server using
REST and proposes the submission. The information passed includes the label of the container, the challenge name and
protocol, and an optional user label and JSON payload.
• The Challenges Server checks that the challenge exists, the
protocol declared is compatible, and that you have a valid
token.
3) Waiting

✎

• At this point, the user waits, optionally by looking at the
output dts challenges follow --submission ID .
• Alternatively, the user can look at the website for updates.

EVALUATION

ARCHITECTURE

4) Execution
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✎

• The submission becomes available for execution.
• The server computes which steps need to be done (each challenge might have multiple steps with a finite-state machine
mechanism).
• Evaluators periodically contact the server.
• The server checks if the evaluator has the features requested.
• If a job is available it is assigned to the evaluator.
• The evaluator pulls all the containers involved - the evaluation and the submission.
• The evaluator downloads from S3 artefacts from previous
evaluation steps.
• The evaluator runs them together using Docker Compose.
• Artefacts are uploaded to S3.
• The evaluator reports the results to the server; either
success , failed or error (evaluation error).

7.3. Evaluation features

✎

Some submissions or evaluation containers require special
features.
You can see the value of these features in the description
page of an evaluator.
These include:
• Memory and disk available,
• CPU architecture and speed,
• GPU available
and others.
Most features are auto-detected by the evaluator. A user can
force values for the features using the --features command.
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PART E

Strawman Solutions

✎

We provide a set of templates (strawman) for solutions. These
templates are fully functional solutions that don’t do anything “smart”. They will get you a valid score on the leaderboard but it’s unlikely that it will be very good.Specifically, we provide the following strawman solutions:
• Minimal agent template is the most minimal feasible solution for LF* challenges,
• Tensorflow template for making a submission with a tensorflow
model to the LF* challenges,
• Pytorch template for making a submission with a Pytorch
model to the LF* challenges,
• ROS template for making a submission using the robot operating system to the LF* challenges,
• Minimal agent template for making a submission to the
challenge.

AMOD

For the LF* challenges, we also provide instructions for running your submission on a Duckiebot.

UNIT E-1

Random Template for aido2-LF*

✎

This section describes the contents of the simplest baseline:
a “random” agent. It can be used as a starting point for any
of the LF, LFV, and LFVI challenges.
KNOWLEDGE

AND ACTIVITY GRAPH

Requires: That you have setup your accounts.
Requires: That you meet the software requirement.
Results: You make a submission to all of the
and can view their status and output.

LF*

challenges

1.1. Quickstart

✎

1) Check out the repository:

✎

$ git clone git@github.com:duckietown/challenge-aido_LF-template-random.git

2) Change into the directory:

✎

$ cd challenge-aido_LF-template-random

3) Run the submission:

✎

Either make a submission with:
$ dts challenges submit

Or, run local evaluation with:
$ dts challenges evaluate

4) Verify your submission(s)

✎

This will make a number of submissions (as described below).
You can track the status of these submissions in the command
line with:
$ dts challenges follow --submission SUBMISSION_NUMBER
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RANDOM TEMPLATE

FOR AIDO2-LF*

or through your browser by navigating the webpage:

https://chal-

lenges.duckietown.org/v4/humans/submissions/ SUBMISSION_NUMBER

where SUBMISSION_NUMBER should be replaced with the number
of the submission which is reported in the terminal output.

1.2. Anatomy of the submission

✎

The submission consists of the following files:
submission.yaml
Dockerfile
Makefile
requirements.txt
solution.py

1) submission.yaml

✎

The file submission.yaml contains the configuration for this submission:
challenge: [c1,c2]
protocol: aido2_db18_agent-z2
user-label: random_agent
user-payload:

• With challenge you can list the challenges that you want
your submission to be run on.
• The

user-label

• The
are.

protocol

can be changed to your liking

and

user-payload

should probably be left as they

2) requirements.txt

✎

This file contains any python requirements that are need your
code.
3) solution.py

✎

The solution.py solution file illustrates the protocol interface.
The important parts are:
def on_received_observations(self, data: Duckiebot1Observations):
camera: JPGImage = data.camera
_rgb = jpg2rgb(camera.jpg_data)

which reads an image whenever one becomes available, and

RANDOM TEMPLATE

FOR AIDO2-LF*
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def on_received_get_commands(self, context: Context):
if self.n == 0:
pwm_left = 0.0
pwm_right = 0.0
else:
pwm_left = np.random.uniform(0.5, 1.0)
pwm_right = np.random.uniform(0.5, 1.0)
self.n += 1
# pwm_left = 1.0
# pwm_right = 1.0
grey = RGB(0.0, 0.0, 0.0)
led_commands = LEDSCommands(grey, grey, grey, grey, grey)
pwm_commands = PWMCommands(motor_left=pwm_left, motor_right=pwm_right)
commands = Duckiebot1Commands(pwm_commands, led_commands)
context.write('commands', commands)

which asks for wheel commands to be sent to the robot. Your
code must finish by sending the commands to the robot with the
context.write command.
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UNIT E-2

Tensorflow Template for aido2-LF*

✎

This section describes the basic procedure for making a submission with a model trained in using TensorFlow. It can be
used as a starting point for any of the LF, LFV, and LFVI challenges.
KNOWLEDGE

AND ACTIVITY GRAPH

Requires: That you have setup your accounts.
Requires: That you meet the software requirement.
Results: You make a submission to all of the
and can view their status and output.

LF*

challenges

2.1. Quickstart

✎

1) Clone the template repo:

✎

$ git clone git@github.com:duckietown/challenge-aido_LF-template-tensorflow.git

2) Change into the directory:

✎

$ cd challenge-aido_LF-template-tensorflow

3) Run the submission:

✎

Either make a submission with:
$ dts challenges submit

Or, run local evaluation with:
$ dts challenges evaluate

4) Verify your submission(s)

✎

This will make a number of submissions (as described below).
You can track the status of these submissions in the command
line with:
$ dts challenges follow --submission SUBMISSION_NUMBER

TENSORFLOW TEMPLATE

FOR AIDO2-LF*

or through your browser by navigating the webpage:
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https://chal-

lenges.duckietown.org/v4/humans/submissions/ SUBMISSION_NUMBER

where SUBMISSION_NUMBER should be replaced with the number
of the submission which is reported in the terminal output.

2.2. Anatomy of the submission

✎

The submission consists of all of the basic files that required
for a basic submission. Below we will highlight the specifics
with respect to this template.
1) solution.py

✎

The only difference in solution.py is that we are calling our
model to compute an action with the following code:
def compute_action(self, observation):
action = self.model.predict(observation)
return action.astype(float)

2) Model files

✎

The other additional files are the following:
tf_models/
model.py

The directory tf_models/ contains the Tensorflow learned models
(the ones that you have trained).
The

model.py

code is the code that runs the Tensorflow model

For some options for how to train these models you can check
out Unit F-3 - Imitation Learning from Simulation or Unit F-5
- Imitation Learning from Logs.
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UNIT E-3

Pytorch Template for aido2-LF*

✎

This section describes the basic procedure for making a submission with a model trained in using PyTorch. It can be used
as a starting point for any of the LF, LFV, and LFVI challenges.
KNOWLEDGE

AND ACTIVITY GRAPH

Requires: That you have setup your accounts.
Requires: That you meet the software requirement.
Results: You make a submission to all of the
and can view their status and output.

LF*

challenges

3.1. Quickstart

✎

1) Clone the template repo:

✎

$ git clone git://github.com/duckietown/challenge-aido_LF-template-pytorch.git

2) Change into the directory:

✎

$ cd challenge-aido_LF-template-pytorch

3) Run the submission:

✎

Either make a submission with:
$ dts challenges submit

Or, run local evaluation with:
$ dts challenges evaluate

4) Verify the submission(s)

✎

This will make a number of submissions (as described below).
You can track the status of these submissions in the command
line with:
$ dts challenges follow --submission SUBMISSION_NUMBER

PYTORCH TEMPLATE

FOR AIDO2-LF*

or through your browser by navigating the webpage:
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lenges.duckietown.org/v4/humans/submissions/ SUBMISSION_NUMBER

where SUBMISSION_NUMBER should be replaced with the number
of the submission which is reported in the terminal output.

3.2. Anatomy of the submission

✎

The submission consists of all of the basic files that required
for a basic submission. Below we will highlight the specifics
with respect to this template.
1) solution.py

✎

The only difference in solution.py is that we are calling our
model to compute an action with the following code:
def compute_action(self, observation):
if observation.shape != self.preprocessor.transposed_shape:
observation = self.preprocessor.preprocessor(observation)
action = self.model.predict(observation)
return action.astype(float)

3.3. Model files

✎

The other addition files are the following:
wrappers.py
model.py
models

contains a simple wrapper for resizing the input
image. model.py is used for training the model, and the models
are stored in models .
wrappers.py

For an example of how the template can be used see Unit F-2 Reinforcement Learning.
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UNIT E-4

ROS Template for aido2-LF*

✎

This section describes the basic procedure for making a submission with a model trained in using the Robot Operating
System. It can be used as a starting point for any of the LF,
LFV, and LFVI challenges.
KNOWLEDGE

AND ACTIVITY GRAPH

Requires: That you have setup your accounts.
Requires: That you meet the software requirement.
Requires: That you have a basic understanding of ROS.
Results: You make a submission to all of the
and can view their status and output.

LF*

challenges

4.1. Quickstart

✎

1) Clone the template repo:

✎

$ git clone git@github.com:duckietown/challenge-aido_LF-template-ros.git

2) Change into the directory:

✎

$ cd challenge-aido-LF-template-ros

3) Test the submission:

✎

Either make a submission with:
$ dts challenges submit

Or, run local evaluation with:
$ dts challenges evaluate

4) Verify the submission:

✎

This will make a number of submissions (as described below).
You can track the status of these submissions in the command
line with:

ROS TEMPLATE

FOR AIDO2-LF*
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$ dts challenges follow --submission SUBMISSION_NUMBER

or through your browser by navigating the webpage:

https://chal-

lenges.duckietown.org/v4/humans/submissions/ SUBMISSION_NUMBER

where SUBMISSION_NUMBER should be replaced with the number
of the submission which is reported in the terminal output.

4.2. Anatomy of the submission

✎

The submission consists of all of the basic files that required
for a basic submission. Below we will highlight the specifics
with respect to this template.
There are also a few other new files in this submission, which
we will explain:
rosagent.py
template.launch

1) Dockerfile

✎

If you build your own catkin_ws inside this template, you would
probably also want to compile with catkin_make (this is done
for you in Unit F-1 - Classical Duckietown Baseline (ROS))
Also note that in this Dockerfile we are not copying the
entire directory over, instead we are copying files individually (this is actually more efficient). So if you add new
files that you are using, you will have to add additional COPY
commands.
2) solution.py
We use the

roslaunch

✎

API to start a launch file

template.launch :

uuid = roslaunch.rlutil.get_or_generate_uuid(None, False)
roslaunch.configure_logging(uuid)
roslaunch_path = os.path.join(os.getcwd(), "template.launch")
self.launch = roslaunch.parent.ROSLaunchParent(uuid,
[roslaunch_path])
self.launch.start()

We instantiate a ROSAgent() and this becomes the object that
handles interfacing with the ROS interface. This includes the
publishing of imagery to ROS:
self.agent._publish_img(obs)
self.agent._publish_info()
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ROS TEMPLATE

FOR AIDO2-LF*

and the setting of actions:
pwm_left, pwm_right = self.agent.action

3) template.launch

✎

Launch files in ROS are used to start many nodes at once and
also load parameters and many other things. See here for a tutorial on roslaunch . In this case our launch file, template.launch
is basically empty:
<launch>
</launch>

As a result the roscore application will get run and nothing
else. In order to make this solution better you will need to
launch more nodes! (The launch file tf_slim.launch in Unit F-1 Classical Duckietown Baseline (ROS) could be a good starting
point).
4) rosagent.py

✎

rosagent.py sets up a class that can be used to interface with
the rest of the ROS stack. It is for all intents and purposes a fully functional ROS node except that it isn’t launched
through ROS launched it is instantiated in code.

The two main functions are: - _publish_img(observation) , which
takes the observation from the environment, and publishes
it to the topic that you specify in the constructor of the
ROSAgent (You will want to replace the placeholder with the
topic name that your node is expecting the image to come
through on) - _ik_action_cb(msg) , listens on the inverse kinematic action topic, and assigns it to self.action . Because we
are using wheel velocities as the action, but the output of
many Duckietown nodes is a Twist2DStamped message, we need a
way to convert this back into the actions we are interested
in. The self.action is the action executed in the simulation at
a set rate.
To improve this submission, you can look at the Duckietown
software stack as described in Unit F-1 - Classical Duckietown
Baseline (ROS).

UNIT E-5

Real Duckiebot
Details coming soon…

✎
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UNIT E-6

Agent Template for AMOD

✎

If you have not done this yet, study the general introduction
to the task and the explanation of the performance objectives
on these two pages:
• Unit B-6 - Challenge

AMOD

• Section 2.1 - Performance criteria (P)
Please briefly study the our client-server protocol which is
described in our github repository (link below). It details
the communication between the Aido-Host container in which
the autonomous mobility-on-demand (AMoD) simulation is running and the Aido-Guest container in which you can implement
your fleet operational policy:
aido-client-protocol.md
Next, you can use one of the baselines that we provided to
understand how an Aido-Guest to manage an AMoD task is actually implemented. We provide one baseline in JAVA and one
in Python. Both do not represent well-performing policies but
are simply demonstrations of how an Aido-Guest could be implemented, therefore you should rapidly be able to beat their
performance.

6.1. Java
The Java baseline is available at the repository
do_amod-template-java.

✎

challenge-ai-

6.2. Python
The Python baseline is available at the repository
aido_amod-template-python.

✎

challenge-

PART F

Baseline Algorithms

✎

To help competitors get started, we have implemented some
baseline algorithms. These can be built on or used for inspiration. At present, all of these baseline algorithms are for
the LF* challenges:
• Classical Duckietown stack,
• Reinforcement learning (with PyTorch),
• Imitation learning from simulation (with tensorflow),
• Dataset aggregation from simulation (with PyTorch),
• Imitation learning from real logs (with tensorflow).
• Residual policy learning (with PyTorch)
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UNIT F-1

Classical Duckietown Baseline (ROS)

✎

This section describes the basic procedure for making a submission using the Robot Operating System and the Duckietown
software stack .
KNOWLEDGE

AND ACTIVITY GRAPH

Requires: That you have made a submission with the ROS
template and you understand how it works.
Requires: You already know something about ROS.
Results: You could win the AI-DO!

1.1. Quickstart

✎

1) Clone this repo

✎

$ git clone git://github.com/duckietown/challenge-aido_LF-baseline-duckietown.git

2) Change into the submission directory

✎

$ cd challenge-aido_LF-baseline-duckietown/submission

3) Evaluate your submission

✎

Either locally with
$ dts challenges evaluate

Or make an official submission when you are ready with
$ dts challenges submit

1.2. Workflows

✎

Here we will present 3 distinct workflows for improving your
submission:
1. Using dts challenges evaluate
2. Running everything, including the simulator, locally and
building your own new nodes

CLASSICAL DUCKIETOWN BASELINE (ROS)
3. Running everything
software repo locally

locally

and

directly

modifying
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the

One efficient option might be to start with 3 - test your code
really fast inside the software repo, then move to number 2
- pull your new code (packages) out of the software repo and
run them independently, then finally move to 1 - move your
node over to the baseline and see what score you get.

1.3. How to Improve your Submission

✎

You will notice one main difference as compared to the ROS
template is that the launch file argument in the solution.py
code now points to lf_slim.launch , which launches a slimmed-down
version of the Duckietown Lane Following code. The action and
image topics are both adjusted to match the inputs and outputs of the original stack.
Inside of the Dockerfile, you will also see how to build and
maintain your own catkin_ws . While in this example the workspace is not used, you will surely need it to build your own
code.
1) lf_slim.launch

✎

Compared to template.launch in Unit E-4 - ROS Template for aido2-LF*, the launch file here actually runs some nodes. These
are nodes that are defined in the Duckietown Software repo.
The nodes which are getting launched are the following:
• line_detector_node: Used to detect the lines in the image.
• ground_projection_node: Used to project the lines onto the
ground plane using the camera extrinsic calibration.
• lane_filter_node: Used to take the ground projected line
segments and estimate the Duckiebot’s position and orientation in the lane
• lane_controller_node: Used to take the estimate of the robot and generate a reference linear and angular velocities
for the Duckiebot
• inverse_kinematics_node: Take the refernece linear and angular velocities and generate left and right wheel velocities
which are published to the rosagent .
Note: You don’t see the software repo in the baseline but it
will be there when your docker container is built since the
image inherits from the rpi-duckiebot-base image which has the
code.
A good way to get started could be make your own version of
the nodes that are being launched in tf_slim.launch .
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CLASSICAL DUCKIETOWN BASELINE (ROS)

Do this by building your own package (with a different name)
in your src/catkin_ws . If you like you can copy the source files
from the Software repo as a starting point.
You will need to define your own launch file and parameters in
your package and then make sure that they make sure they are
being launched and loaded properly in tf_slim.launch .
✎
1.4. Running the Entire Thing Locally for Debugging

You can evaluate locally using dts challenges evaluate , but you
may find this restricting, especially when you want to use ROS
debugging tools like the rostopic or roslogging interfaces. For
convenience, we’ve also provided a standalone version of this
code (which will not give any rewards or AIDO task evaluation, but provides a way to easily visualize the output and
behavior of your code).
Change into the

local

directory of the

baseline

repo.

$ cd challenge-aido_LF-baseline-duckietown/local

The interface is mainly the same, except now, the rosagent.py
file itself controls the simulation. Again, you will mainly
want to focus on rosagent.py , and you will again be able to see
the Dockerfile for how to build and maintain your own catkin_ws .
To run this, you will need to have docker-compose installed on
your local machine, as unlike the AIDO submissions, this will
emulate both the server and agent all on your local machine.
Follow instructions here to install.
1) Usage

✎

To launch the lane following demo, run the following command:
$ docker-compose -f docker-compose-lf.yml pull
$ docker-compose -f docker-compose-lf.yml build
$ docker-compose -f docker-compose-lf.yml up

The first two commands don’t need to be run every time, so
after pulling, you may just want to run the up command.
You will then start to see output from the Lane Following
code, which can be found here
You can terminate the run at any time by pressing
2) Write your own agent
Inside of the

docker-compose-lf.yml

CTRL

+c.
✎

file, you’ll find that for pur-

CLASSICAL DUCKIETOWN BASELINE (ROS)
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poses of this demo, we are using the HOSTNAME=default ; the HOSTNAME can be thought of as the vehicle name. This is to help
mitigate the discrepencies between the real robot and simulator when finding things like configuration files when using the
old Duckietown stack.
3) Making Edits

✎

With docker-compose , your Dockerfiles will not rebuilt unless
you tell them. There are two ways of going about this:
To rebuild everything, run
$ docker-compose -f docker-compose-lf.yml build [--no-cache]

before running
$ docker-compose -f docker-compose-lf.yml up

(Preferred) Rebuild the container you’ve changed with
$ docker build -t your-containers-tag -f Dockerfile

and then
$ docker-compose -f docker-compose-lf.yml up

4) Using your own ROS Nodes / Custom catkin_ws

✎

Most likely, you’ll want to work off of some of the standalone
Duckietown code, but change a node or two. We will look at
two examples:
• Adding to the pipeline
• “Cutting” the pipeline and inserting your node inside.
Currently, you’ll see that we have a rosrun command all the
way at the bottom of the docker-compose file, which is where
you’d put your roslaunch or rosrun command. We’ve provided an
example node for you, that builds from DockerfileCatkin
To add your node to the pipeline, we give some simple example
code. The files we’re concerned with are:
•
DockerfileCatkin : To add your nodes to the custom_ws , follow
the commented out instructions, paying close attention to
which lines you should and should not be removing. We use
something called overlayed ROS workspaces, to make sure that
your code (which most likely depends on the Duckietown ROS
stack in some way) can find all of its dependencies.
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•
dt_dependent_node : A simple, toy example of how to build a
node that has a dependency with the current stack. You can
use this as a model to build and add your own ROS nodes, making sure to edit the CMakeLists.txt (inside of your node, for
dependencies + building things like msgs and services) and
the Dockerfile to ensure your files and folders get copied into
the cudtom_ws/src directory before you build with catkin_make.
•
custom_line_detector : A copied node from 10-lane-control inside
of the Software repo, we also provide this as an example of
how to copy, edit, build, and launch a node. This serves as
an example, and is commented out in lf_slim.launch . Remember,
when copying a node, you either need to make sure that (A)
that copied node isn’t running with the same name elsewhere
(just copy it out in the launch file) and that (B) you remap
the topics properly.
•
lf_slim.launch : A launch file that launches the whole lane
following stack, but at the bottom has the code to launch our
simple test node. It launches nodes just the way you normally
might in ROS, and because our workspaces are overlayed, will
be able to find code or nodes in both your new workspace, as
well as the old one.
To cut the pipeline, and insert your node in, you’ll want to
make use of remap in the launch files. Simply take the topics you need from the last node from the existing pipeline,
and remap them to what you’re node takes in (usually, the
node name will come first, to help ambiguities between nodes).
Then, add your node(s), chaining them together with the remapping, and finally, remap your last nodes output to the topic
you’re interested in using - whether it be another node in
the existing pipeline, or just the WheelCmd message that the
rosagent.py is looking for to step in the environment.

1.5. Cloning the Software Repo Locally

✎

You may still find the above a little bit cumbersome because
if you just wanted to change a single parameter in the existing code and see the result, you will have to copy the entire
node over and modify all the launch files etc. Then you might
discover that the parameter you modified wasn’t the right one
and this was a huge waste of time. Instead, we might like to
be able to just modify things locally in the software repo
and see the results in the simulator.
Checkout the branch

local-software-repo

$ git checkout local-software-repo
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Then clone the software repo here:
$ git clone git@github.com:duckietown/Software.git

Then follow the same workflow as above:
$ docker-compose -f docker-compose-lf.yml pull
$ docker-compose -f docker-compose-lf.yml build
$ docker-compose -f docker-compose-lf.yml up

The first time, this will take some time because the entore
Software repo gets build by catkin_build , but the build artifacts
will persist and this will be much faster on subsequent runs.
You can go ahead and make changes in the Software directory
and these changes will propagate into your container. This
is done by mounting the Software directory as a volume which
effectively overwrites the existing software repo in the container.
Note: If you have local nodes as described in Section 1.4
- Running the Entire Thing Locally for Debugging, they will
not be available now since the whole software directory is
being overwritten.
Note: If you have only modified python script files that don’t
need to even be rebuilt, then you can replace docker-compose -f
docker-compose-lf.yml up with
$ docker-compose -f docker-compose-lf-no-build.yml up

1.6. Debugging and Monitoring

✎

With ROS, everything of interest is passed through the ROS
Messaging system. There are two ways to monitor your progress:
1) ROSBags

✎

Inside of the docker-compose-lf.yml file, you will find a node
called rosmonitor , which listens on a particular topic and
records a bagfile to a mounted drive. This is so your container and host machine can read and write to the same disk
location. Once you’ve recorded the bag file, you can play
its contents back on your host machine with the following
steps:
1. You can start a roscore in one terminal, and in another
terminal, you will want to type in rosbag play {PATH TO BAGFILE} .
Some nice additional command line options are --loop or -rate {#} .
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2.
Now, your host machine is in the same state as the
Docker image when the bag was recorded. This means you can
visualize the messages with things like rqt or rqt_image_view .

2) Via Docker in Real Time

✎

If you’d like to monitor the progress of your system realtime
via the ROS messaging system, you can also connect to the
same network from another Docker container, and monitor or
record ROSBags in real time. To do this, you will need to run
a command:
dts start_gui_tools lanefollow --network=gym-duckietown-net --sim

3) Troubleshooting

✎

To check the available networks, run docker network ls . Occasionally Docker will create a second network, sim-duckiebotlanefollowing-demo_gym-duckietown-net if the default one has already
been created. If you want to override this behavior run dockercompose up --force-recreate to start everything from scratch.

1.7. Updating your Submission

✎

If you’ve followed either of our local workflows, you’ll notice
that the local directory you’ve been working in no longer
contains any of the submission files. The easiest way to do
take your local submission and submit it to AIDO is to copy
the following files over into the submission/ directory of this
repository.
•

lf_slim.launch

• Any nodes you created (i.e
tor/ )

dt_dependent_node , custom_line_detec-

In addition, within local/Dockerfile , you will want to copy and
paste the code regarding the CUSTOM CATKIN_WS and copy it into
the corresponding location into submission/Dockerfile .

UNIT F-2

Reinforcement Learning

✎

This section describes the basic procedure for making a submission with a model trained in simulation using reinforcement learning with PyTorch. It can be used as a starting point
for any of the LF, LFV, and LFVI challenges.
KNOWLEDGE

AND ACTIVITY GRAPH

Requires: That you have made a submission with the PyTorch
template.
Results: You win the AI-DO!

2.1. Quickstart

✎

To train a policy:
1) Clone this repo
$ git clone git://github.com/duckietown/challenge-aido_LF-baseline-RLsim-pytorch.git

2) Change into the directory:
$ cd challenge-aido_LF-baseline-RL-sim-pytorch

3) Install this package
$ pip install -e . # if you are in a python 3 conda env
$ sudo pip3 install -e . # if you want to install this system-wide

and install gym-duckietown
$ pip install -e . # if you are in a python 3 conda env
$ sudo pip3 install -e git://github.com/duckietown/gym-duckietown.git@aido2#egg=gym-duckietown # system-wide

(4) Change into the
script

duckietown_rl

directory and run the training

$ cd duckietown_rl
$ python3 -m scripts.train_cnn.py --seed 123
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(5) When it finishes, check it out (make sure you pass in the
same seed as the one passed to the training script)
$ python3 -m scripts.test_cnn.py --seed 123

2.2. How to submit the trained policy

✎

Once you’re done training, you need to copy your model and
the saved weights of the policy network.
Specifically if you use this repo then you need to copy the
following artifacts into the corresponding locations of the
root directory:
•

duckietown_rl/ddpg.py

and rename to

model.py

• scripts/pytorch_models/DDPG_2_XXX_actor.pth
and
..._XXX_critic.pth
and rename to models/model_actor.pth and models/model_critic.pth respectively, where XXX is the seed of your best policy
•
:)

duckietown_rl/wrappers.py

to just

wrappers.py

and don’t rename.

Then edit the solution.py file over to make sure everything is
loaded correctly (i.e. all of the imports point to the right
place) and execute
$ dts challenges submit

to send your solution.

2.3. How to improve your policy

✎

Here are some ideas for improving your policy:
• Check out the DtRewardWrapper and modify the rewards (set them
higher or lower and see what happens)
• Try making the observation image grayscale instead of color. And while you’re at it, try stacking multiple images,
like 4 monochrome images instead of 1 color image
• You can also try increasing the contrast in the input. to
make the difference between road and road-signs clearer. You
can do so by adding another observation wrapper.
• Cut off the horizon from the image (and correspondingly
change the convnet parameters).
• Check out the default hyperparameters in duckietown_rl/args.py
and fiddle around with them; see if they work better. For example increase the expl_noise or increase the start_timesteps to
get better exploration.
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• (more sophisticated) Use a different map in the simulator,
or - even better - use randomized maps.
• (more sophisticated) Use a different/bigger convnet for
your actor/critic. And add better initialization.
• (super sophistacted) Use the ground truth from the simulator to construct a better reward
• (crazy sophisticated) Use an entirely different training
algorithm - like PPO, A2C, or DQN. Go nuts. But this might
take significant time, even if you’re familiar with the matter.

2.4. Sim2Real Transfer (Optional)

✎

Doing great on the simulated challenges, but not on the real
evaluation? Or doing great in your training, but not on
our simulated, held-out environments? Take a look at env.py .
You’ll notice that we launch the Simulator class from gym-duckietown . When we take a look at the constructor, you’ll notice
that we aren’t using all of the parameters listed. In particular, the three you should focus on are:
• map_name : What map to use; hint, take a look at gym_duckietown/maps for more choices
• domain_rand : Applies domain randomization, a popular, blackbox, sim2real technique
• randomized_maps_on_reset : Slows training time, but increases
training variety.
Mixing and matching different values for these will help you
improve your training diversity, and thereby improving your
evaluation robustness!
If you’re interested in more advanced techniques, like learning a representation that is a bit easier for your network
to work with, or one that transfers better across the simulation-to-reality gap, there are some alternative, more advanced methods you may be interested in trying out. In addition, don’t forget to try using the logs infrastructure,
which you can also use to do things like imitation learning!
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Imitation Learning from Simulation

✎

This section describes the procedure for generating logs from
the gym-duckietown, and then using them to train a model with
imitation learning using tensorflow. It can be used as a starting point for any of the LF, LFV, and LFVI challenges.
KNOWLEDGE

AND ACTIVITY GRAPH

Requires: That you have made a submission with the Tensorflow template and you understand how it works.
Requires: You already know something about Tensorflow.
Results: You could win the AI-DO!

3.1. Quickstart

✎

1) Clone this repo
$ git clone git@github.com:duckietown/challenge-aido_LF-baseline-IL-simtensorflow.git

2) Change into the directory:
$ cd challenge-aido_LF-baseline-IL-sim-tensorflow/learning

3) Install this package
$ pip install -r requirements.txt # if you are in a python 3 conda env
$ sudo pip3 install -r requirements.txt # if you want to install this
system-wide

and install gym-duckietown (Use

sudo

if system-wide)

$ pip3 install -e git://github.com/duckietown/gym-duckietown.git@aido2#egg=gym-duckietown

(4) Start training (see below)

3.2. How to Improve your Submission

✎

You will find that most of the new code sits inside of the
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learning/ subdirectory. If you’ve been following along, or have
looked at other template or baseline repositories for AIDO,
you will find that many of the files in submission/ are the same
as other repositories in the Duckietown Universe.

Here, we’ll be focusing on imitation learning, or learning a
policy from a set of expert trajectories. In the following
sections, we’ll cover both how to retrieve those training
trajectories, as well as learn a policy from them. In each
section, we will give hints and debugging tips on how to improve your submission to the baseline we’ve provided here.
1) Logging

✎

To run and log the baseline expert, you can run:
$ python log.py

within the learning/ directory. Of course, if you are just
interested in the baseline and seeing how this all works together, you can skip to the next section.
Most of of the logging procedure is implemented on learning/
log.py and learning/_loggers.py . This logging will run a hard coded expert on a variety of gym-duckietown maps, and record the
actions it takes.
To improve from our baseline, you will need to focus on two
crucial aspects:
1. The quality of the expert.
2. The number and variety of samples.
The performance of pure pursuit controller implemented on
teacher.py can definitely be improved upon. Even though it uses
the internal state of the environment to compute the appropriate action, there are several parameters that need to be
fine tuned.
We have prepare some basic debugging capabilities (the DEBUG=False flag, line HERE) to help you debug this implementation. In any case, feel free to provide an expert implementation of your own creation.
Another important aspect you need to take care of is the number of samples. The number of samples logged are controlled
by the EPISODES and STEPS parameters. Obviously, the bigger
these numbers are, the more samples you get.
As with all Deep Learning methods, the amount of data is crucial, but so is the variety of the samples we see. Remember,
we are estimating a policy, so the better we capture the underlying distribution of the data, the more robust our policy
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will be.

3.3. Training

✎

In imitation learning, given the expert trajectories (which
we recorded in the previous section), we want to learn a policy that imitates those trajectories. To do this, we will use
a naive method called behavior cloning (BC) - BC has many issues, but we will leave it up to you to figure out what those
are!
The output of the logging procedure is a file that we called
train.log , but you can rename it to your convenience. We have
prepared a very simple Reader class in learning/_loggers.py that
is capable of reading the logs we store in the previous step.
To run the baseline training procedure, run:
$ python train.py

in the

learning/

directory.

The training procedure implemented in learning/train.py is relatively simple, compared to many of today’s state-of-the-art
imitation learning systems.
The baseline CNN is a one Residual module (Resnet1) network
trained to regress the velocity and the steering angle of our
simulated Duckiebot.
All the Tensorflow boilerplate code is encapsulated in TensorflowModel class implemented on learning/model.py . You may find this
abstraction quite useful as it is already handling model initialization and persistence for you.
To summarize the code in train.py , we train the model for
a number of EPOCHS , using BATCH_SIZE samples at each step to
regress the steering and velocity from each input image. The
model is saved every 10 episodes of training.
Of course, this can be improved upon in many ways, on both the
teacher / expert side, as well as the student policy side.

3.4. Evaluate your submission

✎

You will need to copy the relevant files from the learning/ directory to the submission/ one. In particular, you will need
to overwrite submission/model.py to match any update you’ve made
to the model, and place your final model inside of submission/
tf_models/ so you can load it correctly. Then, you are ready to
evaluate!
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Either locally with
$ dts challenges evaluate

Or make an official submission
$ dts challengs submit

3.5. Local Evaluation (Optional)

✎

A simple evaluation script eval.py is provided with this implementation. It loads the latest model from the trained_models
directory and runs it on the simulator. Although it is not an
official metric for the challenge, you can use the cumulative
reward emitted by the gym to evaluate the performance of your
latest model.
With the current implementation and hyper-parameters selection, we get something like:
total reward: -5646.22255589, mean reward: -565.0

which is not by any standard a good performance.

3.6. Sim2Real Transfer (Optional)

✎

Doing great on the simulated challenges, but not on the real
evaluation? Or doing great in your training, but not on
our simulated, held-out environments? Take a look at env.py .
You’ll notice that we launch the Simulator class from gym-duckietown . When we take a look at the constructor, you’ll notice
that we aren’t using all of the parameters listed. In particular, the three you should focus on are:
• map_name : What map to use; hint, take a look at gym_duckietown/maps for more choices
• domain_rand : Applies domain randomization, a popular, blackbox, sim2real technique
• randomized_maps_on_reset : Slows training time, but increases
training variety.
Mixing and matching different values for these will help you
improve your training diversity, and thereby improving your
evaluation robustness!
If you’re interested in more advanced techniques, like learning a representation that is a bit easier for your network
to work with, or one that transfers better across the simu-
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lation-to-reality gap, there are some alternative, more advanced methods you may be interested in trying out. In addition, don’t forget to try using the logs infrastructure,
which you can also use to do things like imitation learning!

UNIT F-4

Dataset Aggregation

✎

This section describes the procedure for training and testing
an agent on gym-duckietown using the Dagger algorithm. It can
be used as a starting point for any of the LF, LFV, and LFVI
challenges.
KNOWLEDGE

AND ACTIVITY GRAPH

Requires: You already know something about PyTorch.
Results: You could win the AI-DO!

4.1. Quickstart

✎

1) Clone this repo:
$ git clone https://github.com/duckietown/gym-duckietown.git

2) Change into the directory:
$ cd gym-duckietown

3) Install the package:
$ pip3 install -e .

4) Start training:
$ python -m learning.imitation.iil-dagger.train

5) Test the trained agent specifying the saved model:
$ python -m learning.imitation.iil-dagger.test --model-path path

4.2. Training

✎

For a better result than behavior cloning this second version
of imitation learning does not train only on a single trajectory given by the expert. We follow the Dataset Aggreagation algorithm (Dagger) where we also let the agent interact
with the environment. The actions between the expert and the
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learner are chosen randomly with a varying probability with
the hope that the expert corrects the learner if it starts
deviating from the optimal trajectory.
During training the loss curve for each episode is available
(by default on a folder created on root called iil_baseline ) and
may be checked using tensorboard and specifying the --logidr . On
the same folder you will have data.dat and target.dat which are
the memory maps used by the dataset.
To run the baseline training procedure, run:
$ python -m learning.imitation.iil-dagger.train

in the root directory. There are several optional flags that
may be used to modify hyperparameters of the algorithm:
• --episode or -i an integer specifying the number of episodes
to train the agent, defaults to 10.
• --horizon or -r an integer specifying the length of the
horizon in each episode, defaults to 64.
• --learning-rate or -l integer specifying the index from the
list [1e-1, 1e-2, 1e-3, 1e-4, 1e-5] to select the learning
rate, defaults to 2.
• --decay or -d integer specifying the index from the list
[0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95] to select the initial
probability to choose the teacher, the learner probability
will be the complement, defaults to 2.
• --save-path or -s string specifying the path where to save
the trained model, models will be overwritten to keep latest
episode, defaults to a file named iil_baseline.pt on the project root.
• --map-name or -m string specifying which map to use for
training, defaults to loop_empty.
• --num-outputs integer specifying the number of outputs the
model will have, can be modified to train only angular speed,
defaults to 2 for both linear and angular speed.
The training procedure implemented in
ger/train.py .

learning/imitation/iil-dag-

The baseline model is based on the pretrained SqueezeNet model
available on the torchvision package. The feature extractor of
the model is frozen while the classifier is modified for the
regression task.
All the PyTorch boilerplate code is encapsulated in NeuralNetworkPolicy class implemented on learning/imitation/iil-dagger/learner/
neural_network_policy.py and is based on previous work done by Manfred Díaz on Tensorflow.
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✎

A simple testing script test.py is provided with this implementation. It loads the latest model from the the provided
directory and runs it on the simulator. To test the model:
$ python -m learning.imitation.iil-dagger.test --model-path path

The model path flag has to be provided for the script to load
the model:
• --model-path or -mp string specifying the path to the saved
model to be used in testing.
Other optional flags that may be used are:
• --episode or -i an integer specifying the number of episodes
to test the agent, defaults to 10.
• --horizon or -r an integer specifying the length of the
horizon in each episode, defaults to 64.
• --save-path or -s string specifying the path where to save
the trained model, models will be overwritten to keep latest
episode, defaults to a file named iil_baseline.pt on the project root.
• --num-outputs integer specifying the number of outputs the
model has, defaults to 2.
• --map-name or -m string specifying which map to use for
training, defaults to loop_empty.

4.4. Results

✎

The following video shows the results for training the agent
during 130 episodes and keeping the rest of the configuration
to its default:

Figure 4.2
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4.5. Evaluate your submission

✎

To evaluate your model we suggest you use the PyTorch template. You can slightly modify the template to include
SqueezeNet or the model you used and the .pt file. Finally you
can proceed with the evaluation locally with
$ dts challenges evaluate

Or make an official submission
$ dts challengs submit

4.6. How to Improve your model

✎

Some ideas on how to improve on the provided baseline:
• Map randomization.
• Domain randomization.
• Better selection than random when switching between expert/
learner actions.
• Balancing the loss between going straight and turning.
• Change the task from linear and angular speed to left and
right wheel velocities.
• Improving the teacher.

UNIT F-5

Imitation Learning from Logs

✎

In this part, you can find all the required steps in order to
make a submission based on Imitation Learning with Tensorflow
for the lane following task using real log data. It can be
used as a starting point for any of the LF, LFV, and LFVI challenges.
KNOWLEDGE

AND ACTIVITY GRAPH

Requires: That you have made a submission with the tensorflow template.
Results: You win the AI-DO!

5.1. Quickstart

✎

Clone the baseline Tensorflow imitation learning from logs
repository:
$ git clone https://github.com/duckietown/challenge-aido_LF-baseline-ILlogs-tensorflow.git
$ cd challenge-aido_LF-baseline-IL-logs-tensorflow

The code you find is structured into 3 folders.
1.

Extracting data (folder

2.

Learning from the data (folder

extract_data )

3.

Submitting learned model (folder

learning )
imitation_agent )

Step 2 can be run either using Docker or without. All other
steps require Docker.
1) Extract data
Go to the

extract_data

✎

folder:

$ cd extract_data

Docker data extraction:
Type:

✎

$ make docker_extract_data

Once extraction is completed, move the extracted data to the
learning folder. Type:
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$ make docker_copy_for_learning

2) Learning
Go to the

learning

✎

folder

$ cd ../learning
✎
Docker learning:
Before being able to conduct the learning experiments in docker, you will need the Nvidia-runtime environment. To get this
dependency type:

$ make prepare-docker

If using Docker (to avoid a ROS installation), type:
$ make learn-docker

to train a small convolutional neural network for imitation
learning. This assumes that you have extracted data in the
previous step.
Once learning is completed, move the learned model to the
submission folder. Type:
$ make copy_for_submission
✎
ROS+Python2.7 learning:
If you already have your Tensorflow learning pipeline on your
system setup and do not use Docker. Then type:

$ make install-dependencies

To install some dependencies in a Python 2.7 virtual environment.
To train a small convolutional neural network for imitation
learning, type:
$ make learn-regular

Once learning is completed, move the learned model to the imitation agent folder. Type:
$ make regular_copy_for_submission
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3) Submission
Go to the

imitation_agent

✎

folder

$ cd ../imitation_agent

If you have completed the previous steps, you will be able to
submit this as is, with:
$ dts challenges submit

Or, run local evaluation with:
$ dts challenges evaluate

5.2. Details and Workflow

✎

1) Changing the code

✎

You may change the code to your needs. The code is located in
the src folders in the respective folders.

Neural network design:
In particular you can adapt the neural network model in
ing/src/cnn_training_functions.py .

✎

learn-

The type of neural network, its architecture and hyperparameters are choices that you are asked to make, but as a baseline
a CNN model which takes as inputs images and predicts angular velocities is provided. This model is not only relatively
simple but also takes as input low resolution images indicating that extremely complex models may not necessarily be
required to solve the task of lane following without dynamic
objects. In any case, during training it is necesary to adhere to the following actions:
1. Name all your layers in order to be able to tell later
which is the output layer of your neural network
2. Prepare model for mobile deployment generating a graph.pb
file (TensorFlow GraphDef file in binary format)

Logs selection:
Which logs are downloaded is specified at the bottom of
tract_data/src/download_logs.py .

✎

ex-

Such data are saved in .bag files which are available in Duckietown Logs Database. The important note here is to feed your
agent with appropriate data. Appropriate log data are considered those which:
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1. Are relevant to the lane following task
2. Execute this task well the whole time and
3. Present smooth driving of the duckiebots around the city.
One hint, is to search for data which were collected using
the lane controller. In order to check if the lane controller was enabled, use rqt_bag to see if there is inside the
node /duckiebot_name/lane_controller/ . The LF_IL_tensorflow baseline, provides 5 bag files with approximately 10 minutes of
appropriate lane following data.
✎
How to prepare your data for training:
When working with real log data, this can be splitted into
the following two subtasks:

1. Extract desired topics from bag files
2. Synchronize pairs of data from different topics
The first part should be clear, so let us focus to the second
one. ROS messages from different topics are neither always
of the same number nor properly arranged in the bag files. In
this implementation the topics of interest are:
• /camera_node/camera/compressed
• /lane_controller_node/car_cmd
and the aforementioned problem is visualized in Figure Figure
5.2. Although a continuous sequence of images and car commands is expected, images and/or velocities could be omitted
or even saved in slighlty translated timestamps. For this
reason, in order to ensure the validity of our pairs of data,
a synchronization is necessary.

Figure 5.2

It is stated that in this case the synchronization is based on
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the fact that when using the lane controller images cause the
car commands and not the other way around, while between two
consecutive images there should be only one car command. For
your convenience, in the provided baseline there is a script
that takes care of these two steps for you and eventually
saves the images with their respective car commands to HDF5
files.
✎
Image preprocessing:
Additionally, the way images are preprocessed is specified
in extract_data/src/extract_data_functions.py and learning/src/cnn_predictions.py .

2) A submission with the Movidius Neural Compute Stick

✎

At this point your model is trained and you are asked to
compile it to a Movidius graph. First, you should freeze the
TensorFlow graph. This procedure consists of the following
steps:
• combine the TensorFlow graph of your CNN model and its
weights in a single file
• convert variables into inline constants
• given the output node of your output layer, keep only those
operations that are necessary for the predictions
• get rid of all training node
• and apply optimization flags.
The script /learning/src/freeze_graph.py is part of the baseline
and can be your guide for this procedure. The only tricky
part here is to define correctly the output node which should
not be confused with the output layer. In general, the output
node should be easily found by the following name scope_name(if
exists)/output_layer_name/BiasAdd .
Once you have the frozen graph, you are only one step away
from the Movidius graph. The last step is to install NCSDK
v2.05 in order to use its SDK tools to compile the TensorFlow frozen graph to a Movidius graph. After installing NCSDK
v2.05, you just have to execute the command:
$ mvNCCompile -s 12 path_to_frozen_graph.pb -in input_node_of_TensorFlow_model -on output_node_of_TensorFlow_model -o path_to_save_the_movidius_graph.graph
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UNIT F-6

Residual Learning Policy by Reinforcement Learning

✎

This section describes the basic procedure for making a submission with a model trained in simulation using reinforcement learning with PyTorch and the ROS baseline. It can be
used as a starting point for any of the LF, LFV, and LFVI challenges.

6.1. Motivation

✎

Some of the most used controller, still to this day, are basic
controllers like PID and Pure Pursuit(PP). Despite their simplicity, these controllers still manage to perform a vast
array of tasks with reasonnably good performance. However,
they still have their limitations, especially in more complex
environment. These controllers are notorious for getting exponentially harder to implement if the task requires more and
more subtle adjustments.
On the other hand, one of the most valued benefit of Neural
Network(NN) in machine learning is its ability to learn complex function. Altough one the drawback from it is the necessity to have access to a large amount of data in order to
well represent complex ditstributions without simply overfitting to the data. This drawback is particularly present in the
context of reinforcement learning where the data isn’t usually straight up available, but must be generated by exploring the environement using a certain policy. In the context
of reinforcement learning not only does the data requirement
to learn a model free base policy is restrictive, but the
training itself can be hard and unsuccesful because of the
complexity of the task. To circumvent this, some have tried
to pretrain the model free policy on another controller, at
first, in order to give him a good starting point. However,
these problems persist.
A relatively new concept called residual policy training
(RPL) can be used as an alternative to further improved the
data efficiency and reduce the probability of divergence by
reducing the variation of the predicted action. Instead of
either creating a perfect basic controller or completely modelizing the robot with a deep reinforcement learning model,
RPL makes an attempt at combining the two. Like previously
said, a basic controller can offer reasonnably good perfor-
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mances. So, to palliate to the complexity of training a deep
reinforcement learning model from scratch, the basic controller is used as an initial policy. The goal of the model then changes from modelizing the whole system to only a
residual that is applied on top of the initial policy as seen
in the picture below. This residual can be of two different
nature. “If the initial policy is nearly perfect, the residual may be viewed as a corrective term. But if the initial
policy is far from ideal, we may interpret the outputs of
as merely “hints” to guide exploration.” The residual policy
is defined as such

Where
is the resulting residual policy,
the initial policy and
the corrective term using RL. When defined as such,
it can be seen that
, which mean we can use the
policy gradient method to learn
.

6.2. Methodology

✎

In the context of controlling a duckiebot, the basic controller use in this baseline is a PP controller since it has
already demonstrated its capabilities.
The RPL task is to predict a correction for each wheel velocity based on the image captured by the camera. The reinforcement learning model is an adaptation of DDPG. The critic
and the actor are 4 layers deep CNNs ending with 3 fully
connected layers. The actor outputs two values, one for each
wheel, which finally go through a tanh function meaning that
the corrections are beetween -1 and 1. During the training,
the critic receives this correction and the camera image in
order to output the corresponding reward.

6.3. Setup
1) Clone this repo

✎
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$ git clone git@github.com:PhilippeMarcotte/challenge-aido_LF-baselineRPL-duckietown.git

2) Change into the develop directory
$ cd challenge-aido_LF-baseline-RPL-sim-pytorch/1_develop

3) Pull the submodules
$ git submodule init
$ git submodule update
$ git submodule foreach "(git checkout daffy; git pull)"

4) Setup the docker containers (first time will take a while)
$ docker-compose up

6.4. How to train a residual policy

✎

1) Start a basic policy (example Pure Pursuit)
$
$
$
$
$

docker exec -it 1_develop_lanefollow_1 /bin/bash
source /opt/ros/melodic/setup.bash
catkin build --workspace catkin_ws
source catkin_ws/devel/setup.bash
roslaunch custom/lf_slim_pp.launch

2) Start simulation in training mode
$ docker exec -it 1_develop_lanefollow_1 /bin/bash
$ ./launch_sim.sh --training

The checkpoints are saved in catkin_ws/pytorch_models . The tensorboard logs and numpy array of rewards are in catkin_ws/results .
It is possible to modify the hyperparameters of the training
in 1_develop/sim_ws/src/gymdt/scripts/duckietown_rl/args.py .

6.5. How to run a trained policy locally in the
✎
simulator
1) Copy the checkpoints.
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$ cp catkin_ws/pytorch_models/* catkin_ws/src/rl_model/models/

1) Start the rl model and basic controller.
$
$
$
$
$

docker exec -it 1_develop_lanefollow_1 /bin/bash
source /opt/ros/melodic/setup.bash
catkin build --workspace catkin_ws
source catkin_ws/devel/setup.bash
roslaunch custom/lf_slim_rl.launch

2) Start simulation normally.
$ docker exec -it 1_develop_lanefollow_1 /bin/bash
$ ./launch_sim.sh

The lf_slim_rl launch file will start all the nodes necessary
for the lane following including the basic Pure Pursuit controller and the node applying the residual.

6.6. How to submit the basic controller and the
✎
trained policy
Using the Pure Pursuit controller as an example of basic controller and starting from the root of the repo.
1) Copy the latest checkpoints.
$ cp 1_develop/catkin_ws/pytorch_models/* 1_develop/catkin_ws/src/
rl_model/models/

2) Copy the basic controller package and the RL model package
to the submit folder.
$ cp -r 1_develop/catkin/src/pp/packages/lane_pp 3_submit/
$ cp -r 1_develop/catkin/src/rl_model 3_submit/

3) Copy the launch file.
$ cp 1_develop/custom/lf_slim_rl.launch 3_submit/lf_slim.launch

4) Change into the submit directory.
$ cd 3_submit
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5) Submit locally or to the server.
Locally
$ dts challenges evaluate --challenge aido3-LF-sim-validation

Server
$ dts challenges submit

6.7. Results

✎

NOTE : Due to the length of training the models and the depletion of our AWS credits, we couldn’t go as deep as we wanted
in the optimization and testing of our project.
One of the main obstacle was the unstability of the critic,
which in return prevented the actor from learning a good correction. In the RL baseline a penalty of 1000 is given whenever an episode ends with the robot in an invalid position.
We found out that this penalty was detrimental to the learning of the critics and made it rather unstable. To counteract
this, we reduced the size of the penalty. We also used a pretraining period where only the critic was trained with the
correction set to 0 in order to pre-train it. This last idea
is taken from the original paper on Residual Policy Learning.
The figures below show the critic’s loss both before and after
these modifications. While the before figures was stopped early
comperatively to the other, it should be easy to see that the
loss was much higher.

Critic loss before modification (crashing penalty of 1000)
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Critic loss after modification (crashing penalty of 10 and
pre-training)
Despite the improvement seen in the loss of the critic, we
believe it could be improved even more. Modifying the reward
function or simply lowering the penalty for crashing even
more could make for an easier signal to learn.

200 of the correction sent to the left wheel during the last
evaluation
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200 of the correction sent to the right wheel during the
last evaluation
We also observed that the actor has a tendancy to send only
the maximum or minimum possible correction. By sending a correction of 0, the model simply comes down to the basic controller. However, using a tanh as the last activation layer
it can output values between -1 and 1. In turn, the actor
seems to have a hard time not saturating this activation layer. Both figures above demonstrate that phenomenon for the
correction on each wheel.

Mean evalutation reward based on 10 random starting points.
Four evaluations of the model were done during the training
at an interval of 50k timesteps starting from 0 to 200k.
Since we initialize the actor’s output layer to 0, the basic
controller is getting evaluated the first time. After 100k
timesteps, the model is actually at its worst. However, it
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starts to go back up and probably could have gone even higher
up if we had trained it for longer. We hypothesize that most
of training is actually for tuning the CNN so that it can
correctly identify the landmarks (yellow and white lanes) in
an image.
To help the actor, scaling down the range of corrections as
well as forcing the corrections to be positive could help the
learning.

6.8. Video example

✎

From the model oscillation, we can see its tendancy to output
saturated values for the correction. However, it seems quite
good at making sure to not go over the white line.
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PART G

Developer information
This part shows developers information.

✎

UNIT G-1

Defining challenges

✎

This section describes how to define challenges.
This is not an operation available to the participants; however it is documented as it might be helpful to debug issues
that arise with the submission.

1.1. Specifying the evaluation steps

✎

1.2. Specifying the resources required (proces✎
sor, memory, etc.)
1.3. Markdown description

✎
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UNIT G-2

API for evaluators

✎
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